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Columnist David Tran questions
the reality of love.

Weather Today:
Sunny
High 49, Low 27

7 SPORTS

NOW

OPINION

NOW continues
with its Top 10
Albums of the
decade series.

SPORTS
Men's basketball
stays undefeated in
80-60 schilaquing
over Illinois State.

Current sports world confronts
major issue of concussions.
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Online
course
rerun
By GRETA HALE
The BG News
For only the third time, the
University will offer an online
undergraduate
philosophy
course this spring.
Because the class is online,
the professor never meets the
students and no textbooks artneeded. There are also no
exams and all the work is done
via written exercises and
assignments over the Internet.
The three-credit-hour course
was originally written for the
classroom by James Child, the
chair of the philosophy department. Karen Hornsby, the
instructor of the course, and
Child worked together with the
Center for Learning Technology
in order to design the online
course.
According to James Kimble.
the Coordinator for Instructional Design at the center, the
center provides the faculty with
resources on how to teach and
set up online classes.
Teaching an online course is
more labor intensive than
teaching a regular course, said
Robert Lancaster, the chair of
the Computer Science Department.
The course focuses on the
examination of the meaning of
life. The students do 15 exercises, one each week. They go
through reading material and
write a half page response to it.
The students post it on a virtual "bulletin board" that all students have access to. They then
critique and respond to each
others writing.
The students must also write
three, two to three page papers
as a part of the course.
According to Hornsby, a
main advantage of the online
course is that students can do
the work when it is convenient
for them.
Hornsby said the course
allows for a lot of flexibility.
"Anywhere that you can get
Internet access, you can work
on the course," Hornsby said.
Hornsby also said students
arc less reluctant to discuss
issues because of the anonymity that the Internet adds. Students feel less inhibited and
less self conscious about sharing their opinions over the
Internet as opposed to in per• See ONLINE, page four.

Diet
drug
hurts
heart

Festival of Lights

By STEVE KARNOWSKI
Associated Press Writer
MINNEAPOLIS — Three
new studies offer reassurance
to millions of people who took
the diet pill combination fenphen and a similar weight loss
drug. The studies suggest that
the leaky heart valves some
people suffered won't worsen
and may actually improve.
Soon after a 1997 Mayo Clinic study showed heart valve
damage in patients who took
the drugs fenfluramine and
phentermine together, American Home Products pulled fenfluramine and a similar drug,
dexfenfluramine, from the market.
About 6 million people used
the drugs, and studies have
suggested that a fourth of them
may have suffered some heart
damage. American Home has
been sued by thousands of people; a federal judge has given
preliminary approval to a $3.75
billion national settlement of
such claims.
A study published Wednesday by the Mayo Clinic looked
BG News Photo/ MIKE LEHMKUHLE
at patients who took the fenphen cocktail, while a second
The 14th annual Festival of Lights at the Toledo Zoo In Toledo, Ohio turned on its lights on Friday, Nov. 19 for the public to
study, published in the Journal
of the American College of Carobserve. There are over one million individual lights lighting up trees and other decorations. See NOW section for story.
diology, dealt with people who
took dexfenfluramine alone.
The studies, as well as one published last week, reached similar conclusions.
sports peoalley, there is not a ulations on the age.
By SARA EATON
The Mayo study looked at a
Not all students, however, ple togethbar on campus.
The BG News
small group — 30 men and
but
"It's a great are in favor of an on-campus er,
In the new Union,
women who were participating
money is
idea," said senior bar.
the University will
in a trial of the two drugs that
"I don't think the campus definitely
computer art major
serve alcoholic beverwas terminated when the "fen"
should
promote
alcohol
at
all
to
a
concern
Renee
Klaas,
22.
ages in a bar atmospart of the combination was
She added that students. I don't think it's for college
phere.
withdrawn.
students,"
it will help keep appropriate," said 20-year-old
Although
the
Of the 19 people who took
demolition hasn't quite started students on campus rather sophomore psychology major he said.
fen-phen instead of a placebo,
Even
Cheryl Molenda.
than going into town.
yet, plans are in the works.
five developed mild valve
She admitted the hours of though
Senior psychology major Bill
According to University
abnormalities, or 26 percent.
David Crooks
operation might influence her many other
Union Director David Crooks, Roser, 22, agreed.
But six months after the
"I think it will keep kids otherwise, though.
universithe new Union will feature a
patients went off the drugs, all
ties
have
bars
on
campus,
like
interested
in
campus
activities,
Currently,
the
plan
is
for
the
"contemporary sports bar."
five showed improvement, and
Along with TVs and billiard it will help keep people on cam- bar to be University-run, not the University of Toledo and three no longer appeared to
rented out to an outside vendor. Ohio State University, this is have drug-related valve distables, the bar will serve snack pus," he said.
something new for Bowling ease.
Not only will it keep more Crooks said.
foods. Crooks said.
Roser is concerned if the Green.
"This is reassuring to mil"We are still in the early students on-campus, hut junior
"It's a neat formal for stu- lions of people who took these
planning stages," said Dining social work major Crystol University runs the on-campus
dents to enjoy." Crooks said, weight loss drugs and to their
Services
Director Edward Rinderle pointed out that the bar, the prices might be high.
"If the University runs it, a explaining that the amount of families," said Dr. Donald HenO'Donnell. "Minimally a vari- bar would bring in more money
glass of beer will cost $18." he alcohol consumed will be close- srud. leader of Mayo's study.
ety of appetizers will be served, for the University.
ly monitored.
While she is in favor of the said, laughing.
beer and wine."
The dexfenfluramine study
Molenda agreed if the bar
Freshman undecided major
Although students can cur- University bringing a bar on
rently purchase beer from the campus, Rinderle said there John Kelly. 19. agreed.
i See DIET, page four.
"It's a good way to bring
• See BAR, page four.
Pizza Outlet and the bowling needs to be strict rules and reg-

Union bar gets mixed reviews

WTO conference goes ahead despite protesters

Associated Press Photo
\ Seattle police officer uses water to rinse the eyes of a protester after making an arrest during
demonstrations against the World Trade Organization meetings in Seattle Thursday, Nov. 30.
Demonstrators temporarily succeeded in delaying the opening session of the WTO.

www.btfncws.oom

By GEORGE TIBBITS
Associated Press Writer
SEATTLE — Stunned by violent street protests resulting in
scores of arrests, delegates to a
135-nation trade gathering
insisted they would push ahead
today with efforts to launch a
new round of talks. President
Clinton pledged lo work for a
"broader consensus" to meet
the protesters' concerns.
After touring a state-of-theart port facility for processing
Washington state apples. Clinton told an audience of farmers
that he welcomed the thousands of protesters who had
come to Setttle to peacefully
voice their concerns about how
the World Trade Organization
operate
But he said, "for those who
came here to break windows or
hurt small businesses or stop
people from going to meetings
... I condemn them "
Clinton gave a Strong

defense of the objectives of the
WTO meetings this week to
launch a new round of global
trade negotiations.
He said that tearing down
global trade barriers erected
against American farm products, manufactured goods and
service companies would make
sure that the U.S. economy
remained strong and prosperous in the 21st century.
"We have to continue to open
markets ... but we can't do any
of that unless there is a broader consensus on trade," Clinton
said.
Clinton's motorcade to the
Seattle port traveled through a
trashed downtown where officials were stepping up arrests
of protesters to regain control of
the streets after imposing an
overnight curfew.
Washington Gov. Gary Lc;!:e
ordered as many as 200 mem.
bors of the National Guard and
300 state troopers to the city,
where they will serve as backup

to police who battled rampaging protesters with tear gas and
pepper spray Tuesday
Today, city officials declared
a no-protest zone for nearly all
of the city's downtown core,
about 50 city blocks, acknowledging they were caught
unaware by the magnitude of
the disturbance.
"Clearly, in hindsight, the
approach we used yesterday did
not work and we're going to
have to take a different
approach today," Assistant
Police Chief Ed Joiner told a
news conference.
Police, who arrested 68 people Tuesday, moved in swiftly
this morning to break up pockets of demonstrators and
arrested about 250 of them,
bringing in transit buses to
take them away. Most of the
protesters were nonviolent,
crning limp as police tried to
pick them up.
• See TRADE, page four.
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Brian Taylor
Opinion Editor
372-2603

OPINION
Don't forget meaning of season
The season is upon us. Tis
the season to be jolly, the time
to be joyful, the time to be
thankful. At the conclusion of
Thanksgiving every year, thousands upon thousands of people
rise up in coupons and travel
out into the retail world to take
on their weary opponents in
hopes of beating them to the
last Furby or Tickle Me Elmo.
They lash out at employees
demanding rain checks if items
are out of stock, demand to be
served next regardless of the
order they arrived, and are
more wiling to yell at someone
than wish them a "happy holidays ." When did our society
become so uncivil?
As a child growing up, I
remember the true meanings of
the holiday season. The eager
anticipation of seeing Santa
and asking him for items that
would certainly bring me happiness. Some I got, others I did
not. But you know, I cannot
recall any of those items that,
upon not finding under the tree
left me with tears in my eyes. I
suppose at the time it may have
seemed devastating but I eventually got over it. I find it
humorous how many parents
are hell-bent on getting a spe-

not followers of Christianity,
the joy of the holidays is clouded over year after year. The
thought of giving of oneself to
others is the true joy behind the
season, not the methodical
what is under the tree for me.

"Let us not forget the
millions of people
who will wake up to
nothing under the
tree, or to not even a
tree this year."
cific item and how they are willing to come to blows over it.
Where is "All is calm all is
bright"?
The true meaning of the holiday season seems to be lost
every year as it continues to be
buried under the snowfall of
greed and materialism. For
those of Christian faith many
fail to recall that evening many
years ago when the Baby Jesus
was born unto Mary and
Joseph and everything that followed. Even for those who are

Let us not forget the millions
of people who will wake up to
nothing under the tree, or to
not even have a tree this year.
People who can hardly afford to
keep the heat on let alone buy
the new Buzz Lightyear from
amazon. com.
I am not trying to dampen
anyone's spirits. I just want
people to give something a little
more this year. I can remember
spending time in high school as
a bell ringer for the Salvation
Army, asking people for money
so that others can join in the
celebration of the holiday season. Most people gave happily
while many others did not even
think twice about passing by.
Mumbling things like, "I can't
afford it," or "I gave last week."
Please, think twice as you pass
these people, you don't have to
give a lot, just something. Take
the change out of your pockets
and drop it in the next bucket.
If vou cannot afford money,

then give a little of yourself.
There are hundreds of ways
that you can spread the joy of
the holiday season to people all
around. Go caroling at local
retirement homes. The best
choir concert I ever participated in was at the Golden Age
Center where we sang to 40 or
so assisted living elders who
had no one else around for
Christmas. The look on their
faces was worth more than any
present I could have ever
received. Volunteer at the local
Salvation Army, become a bell
ringer yourself or maybe help
pass out food and supplies to
those in need. The greatest gift
that you can give during this
time of the year is the gift of
yourself. The funny thing is,
you gain more than the people
that you are helping. That is
the beauty of helping others,
you get just as much out of it.
Christmas is a time for giving. That is the true meaning of
Christmas. This year think of
ways that you can give of yourself to help out others in any
way possible. I promise that
you will be glad that you did it
and your investment will
return two-fold. Help spread a
little joy to the world.

PEOPLE
i
on the street
Question: What are some positive or negitive aspects of
having a sports bar in the new Union?

Jack Jejpson
Freshman
Education
"Beer, fights and
Buffalo Bills."

Tony Rourke
Freshman
Marketing
"I think serving
alcohol on campus
is a kick-ass idea."

Craig W. Snook
Freshman
Early Childhood
Development
"Barstool over the
head, oi, oi."

Janelle I'auver
Sophomore
Early Childhood
Education
"I think the; new
. ainion is a Waste
of money, but at
least I'd be able to
laugh at all the
drunk people."

Judson Laipply is a columnist for The News. He can be
reached al judson@bgnet.bgsu.
edit.

Melanie Bergole
Senior
Biology
"Having a sports
bar will probably
make the Union ,
quite rowdy with
a lot of drunk people causing problems. We have
enough drunk
peole as it ia."

Love for love's sake
^
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Y2K: why all the hype?
family down the street is stocking up on a lifetime's worth of
Campbell's soup and bottled
water to sustain them after the
nuclear Holocaust.
But are these universal fears
substantiated? Should we really be holding our breath every
moment of every day unlil the
ball drops in Times Square?
This fear of sudden disaster
at the dawn of a new year
The year 2000 is rapidly would be completely unsubapproaching, and you don't stantiated if it weren't for all
have to look far to see signs of the hype that we the people
the
incoming
millennial have created.
change. T-shirts, hats and souNearly every computer prodvenir watches sport messages uct and electronic device has
for the new century. General been tested for compliance at
Mills even designed a new ver- this point, so it should be pretsion of their hit cereal Cheerios ty clear that no world disaster
lo welcome in the new year: is going to erupt due to a simple
Milleni-O's"
change in the clock.
And
But all the cheery celebrato- nuclear disaster? There may be
ry gimmicks can quickly be a chance that some random terbalanced out by the equally rorist will come along and bomb
well-advertised reminders of us, but then there's ALWAYS
impending doom. Computer that chance.
programs proudly bear the
The real danger at the turn
words "Y2K compliant." The of the millennium will be those

people that firmly believe a disaster is going to occur. People
across the country are preparing for "possible rioting," arming themselves with shotguns
or handguns or pepper spray or
whatever other form of selfdefense they can find.
It may just be all the worried, paranoid people that we
truly need to watch out for.
Nervous people carrying shotguns and having delusions of
impending disaster don't exactly allow for a stable situation.
So maybe what we really
need to do is to get rid of all the
hype
Step away from the
omens of doom and get back to
the celebration. Eat some Milleni-O's. Buy your self a Tshirt. Enjoy the holiday, and
try not to convince yourself that
the world is going to end.
We'll all be safer that way.
Anjec DiSanto is a guest
columnist from Indiana Univerity of Pennsylvania.

On Thanksgiving, Mother
looked a little older. Her porcelain skin showed signs of wrinkles, or maybe it was the first
time I let myself see them.
She smiled at me, seeing her
laugh lines, her skin worn
down after thousands of knockknock jokes. Her frail hands
passed me the potatoes.
Father's hair was thinning.
Another chin moved into the
neck since last I'd seen him.
His thick black hair was going
Faster liunny white, not gray.
He was a little slower. He
breathed a little harder. His
cholesterol and hairline were a
little higher.
I left them both in the
kitchen, going downstairs to
watch a little television, trying
to veg-off dinner. But I heard
them laugh. I took a glance at
them off of the cabinet glass, I
could see their reflection —
tickling, flirting, and kissing
one another as if they were 18
and horny again.
Disgusting, but cute. After
24 years of marriage, my parents still love each other as
much as they did when they
were both 24 years old themselves. It's almost unheard of
these days, to be together, to be
happy, and to still be in love
with one another.
They held each other after a
little kiss. I stopped watching

Letters to the Editor Policy
Do you agree with all of this? We doubt It. Write us and let us
know where you stand.
■ Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than 500 words (less
than two typed, double-spaced pages). These are usually In
response to a current Issue on the BGSU campus or Bowling Green
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■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 600-800 words) can be
submitted as Guest Columns. Guest columns will be subject to
space limitations and considered based on topic relevance and
quality.
To submit a Guest Column or Letter, bring a copy on a labeled
diskf>iicrosoft Word, Mac compatible) to 210 West Hall and leave
it in the Opinion Editor's mailbox. Or, send It on e-mail to taylob#bgnet.bgsu.edu and give It the subject, "Letter to the Editor".

The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any
errors In stories or photograph descripdons.

Also, you can check out back Issues of the Opinion page on the
web at www.bgnews.com.

Decisions made by the Editor-in-Chief and the Editorial Board are
final.

Copyright «0 1999, The BG News, Bowling Green, Ohio. Reprinting
of any material from this publication without prior permission of
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summer semester.
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them. I knew it couldn't be true.
I knew I was here in this world
because my parents had intercourse, but part of me still
wanted to think the stork, UPS,
or overnight Fed Ex had delivered me. Or at least through
Immaculate Conception, even
though I'm a Buddhist.
I cringed. No matter what,
no one likes to think about
their parents doing it, but I
wondered if I would ever be
that happy in my late 40s. As I
scanned through the channels,
I saw The Maury Povich Show,
depicting men and women
cheating on one another with
people half their age. A trailer
for the TV movie Y2K. Judge
Judy. Another commercial with
Jennifer Love Hewitt. Life was
starting to look like an Apocalyptic MTV video with Korn
featuring K.C. or Dru Hill.
I think about marriage.
Even 'he guys and girls that
brag about the notches on their
belt think about it. Even the
people that love their work
more than people think about
marriage. It's part of all of our
lives. Isn't that the American
Dream? Finding the One, having a great wedding, getting the
house and the 2.3 kids, and living happily ever after?
Maybe it's the pessimist that
lives in my thumb talking right
now, but at times 1 feel as if
that road is just another lie.
For me, unfortunately the
world looks like this. Dating.
Sex. And repeat the first two
until desired effect. Marriage.
Divorce. And repeat all steps so
far if necessary. Custody Battles. Alimony. Therapy. And all
not in that order.
Personally, I'm the romantic,
but at times we all are. Perverting love. We fall in love for
the sake of being in love,

because all of us like to feel
special, needed, belonged to.
Do we blame Hallmark, 90210,
As the World Turns, or Julia
Roberts for making us all
believe that love is beautiful
and divine, sweet like Pooh
Bear honey?
My parents have fought.
They have slept in separate
beds. They have called each
other names. They have used
the silent treatment on each
other. They have forgotten
■birthdays and anniversaries.
They have farted in one another's presence and faces. They
have tickled one another, and
made one another cry. They
have been everything to each
other, but more importantly
than being my parents, they
have been each other's best
friends through the years.
They have been real. As the
years go on, I'm getting a little
bit wiser to the ways of the
world, but it doesn't mean that
I'mjgoing to stop taking advice
from people, especially my parents. Because through their
relationship have I learned
what real love is capable of, and
what it can actually endure.
Frank Chin, Asia's answer to
Malcolm X said, "What is love,
but two soldiers standing back
to back defending what they
care about." But again, I'm only
thinking ahead toward the
future-thinking out loud. I
turned off the TV, turned off the
fiction, and tried to take a nap,
hoping that I wouldn't wake up
to any weird sounds.
Shameless plug, David Tran
will be doing a reading Tuesday, December 7 at Upstairs
Easy Street^ 8:30p.m., and no
he won't talk about his parents.

210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Phone: (419) 372-2601
E-mail: bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu
Website.bgnews.com
Melissa Naymik
Editor-in-Chief
Brandi Barhite
Sara Eaton
Managing Editor
Assistant Managing Editor
Matt Steiner
Clint McDonell
Sports Editor
Copy Chief
Scott Zimmer
Mike Lehmkuhle
Graphics Editor
Photo Editor
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by Linda Black
find an excuse. Your friend will
be more chatty in private.

Today's Birthday (Dec.
2). Yon and a few good friends
can accomplish great things
this year. In December, decide
who you'll be from now on.
Training's required in February; relax and enjoy it. True
love beckons in April, so save
time for that. Set a new work
schedule in May. Follow the
call of the wild in August. Go
along with a friend's whim in
October. Mum's the word in
November.

Cancer (June 22-July 22) —
Today is a 6 — Do you have a
house full of family? They're
probably having fun, but it
may be at your expense. If they
don't remember to help with
the cleanup,
remind
them.
Don't just sit there and stew;
speak up.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) —
Today is a 9 — You look good,
and you're drawing attention.
You either learn something that
will be useful — or you might
be. An opportunity could open
up soon, so be prepared. Start
by figuring out what it'll be.

To get the advantage, check
the day's rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19) —
Today is a 7 — You could take a
supportive role today and let
somebody else stand up for
you. Generally it's the other
way around, but you can make
an exception. Pick a smooth
talker to present your side.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) —
Today is a 6 — Don't take off
on your adventure yet, but you
can prepare. Get your goal
firmly in mind. Travel posters
help. Luxury is not out of the
question. Plan on pampering
yourself. You've earned it.

Taurus (April 20-May 20) —
Today is a 6 — People turn to
you for advice. It may seem
like they don't have enough
sense to figure things out for
themselves. Different people
just
have
different
skills.
You're practical.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) —
Today is an 8 — You might
finally
do
something
that
you've always wanted to do,
but haven't. All it takes is
faith, courage and a total lack
of "common sense." Congratulations! You score three out of
three!

Gemini (May 21-June 21) —
Today is an 8 — You're good at
talking and at getting people to
open up, too. That's your
assignment today. A long drive
would be perfect if you can

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21) —
Today is a 6 — Your hopes,

dreams and fears take top priority now. Something you've
worried aboul can't be put off
any longer. Gel it done as early
as possible so you can relax
tonight — finally.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
— Today is an 8 — You're going
through an interesting phase.
You're changing into a new
you. To make sure this change
is for the better, rely on friends
lor support. They'll be glad to
tell you what to do.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
— Today is a 6 — Something
that you feared might happen
could come true. Luckily, it
might be anti-climactic. You
worried all this time, for what?
WeII, no point worrying about
that! Get on with life!
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) —
Today is an 8 — You and your
friends are most likely in the
mood to try something new.
Push yourselves to the edge —
and over! You've had enough of
the same dull routine. Make
something interesting happen.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) —
Today is a 6 — You learn well
by doing. This is a good day to
practice, and that's OK with
you. If you can spend all day at
it, you could advance a couple
of levels. Picture yourself performing flawlessly.

There are only
fifteen days left,
thank goodness!

ACROSS
Los
,NM
Con game
Arxlnot
Aopetizer
Ray ol "God's
Little Acre"
16 Lionel Rictiie hit.
"You
'
17 Disengagement
19 Command to Rdo
20 Vietnamese
holidays
21 Paid athlete.
briefly
22 Bll'spartner?
23 Indira's dress
26 Liquid taste
28 Consternate
30 Forum
32 Snaked
34 "Death in
"
36 Hunter ol stars'
37 Consume
38 Exploit
40 Beaver project
43 Unbending
44 , put (well
phrased)
46 Eat-anytning
types
50 Doctor, at times
51 Expressionless
52 Stick up
54 Early Peruvian
55 Straw drawn
56 Soundless
agreement
58 Alternatives to
lagers
60 Inventor Whitney
61 Border-crossing
exoduses
66 Highland cap
67 Facet
68 Messiah"
composer
69 That woman
70 ADerdonian
71 Tawdry
1
7
11
14
15

1
2
3
4

DOWN
Topstiot
CA airport
Syn.s opposite
James Bond's
drink

events
Thursday, Dec. 2
8 a.m. - noon
Morning Pick Me Up?
What a way to start the day,
Women's Ice Hockey is selling
coffee, juice and doughnuts.
Math Science Center.

10 am. - 4 p.m.

50th Annual Faculty/Staff
Exhibition
Dorthy Uber Bryan Gallery,
Pronounced: ha-pE-gO-'l&- Fine Arts Center.

happy-go-lucky
kE

Function: adjective

e

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Expanding
Expressions:
Dale: 1856
Contemporary
Master
Prints
blithely unconcerned
This Exhibit showcases the
CAREFREE
screen prints of seven internationally known artists. Willard
Wankelman Gallery, Fine Arts
"Despite the fact that they Center.
had 12 impending finals, 17
papers to write and five and 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
one half major projects to com- Silver Jewelry Sale
Is cash burning a hole in your
plete, the happy-go-lucky pair pocket? If so, come and check
went out to eat, caught a movie out the new and different items
afterwards, and then neglected at the silver jewelry sale. Union
Foyer.
their work for the rest of the
weekend, wishing only that it 11 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Zeta Phi Beta X-Mas Card
was Dec. 18."

FRIDAY: Haze.
High 52, low 35.

SATURDAY: Showers.
High 53, low 43.

SUNDAY: Showers.
High 49, low 38.
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7-III
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BROADCAST STATIONS

CD
CB
©
©
©
©
©

CBSEvtnlng
Hull
ABC World
News Tomghl
NBC Nightly
Net Cafe
Business Rpt
Planning a trip
Newehour Wltn Jim Lehrer jl
Mom.
Improvement
Simpson* In
Stereo) X

Mad About
You (In Stereo:
Simpsom
"Homer Alone"

Jeopardy! 111
WtlMlo)
Fortune .IT
Entartainnvant Hollywood
tonight '.:
Squares S
Drew Carey
Franer ;;■
Salon' X
Nora"!
Netrahour With Jim Lehrer 5
Arthur (In
Siereo) (El) I
Seinfeld The
Voioa":
Friend. <h
Stereo! X

Book of
Virtues
Friends |l"
Stereo) X
FrlenrJeJIn
Siereo) X

Year Without a Santa Claus Ft; Sports Illustrated a 20th Century Sports Awards From Madison
(In Siereo) 'I
Square Garden m New York (In Siereo Live) X
Whose Line It Whose Una Is Totally Out of Control ••
20/20 Oowntown T.
II Anyway? " R Anyway? It Vehicles |l- Steieol!
ER "
- rm' r: MSleieo)
Friends iR'(,r Jaese lln
IFraeier PALI .1 IStark Raving
Ste-eo) I
Siereo) X
Wars' (R) X
Mad (if Siereo) (Pan l of 2) X
Hearts of Glaaa Widam John Bsenko's dream ol 0. Labfno. Man Charlotte Church Voice of an
Angea (In Stereo) X
produ:ngEurccean-slyla glass.
A His Art
This Old
This Old
Mystery! Heal ol the Sun
Myatery! Heal of me Sun"
Hide m Plan Sqhl (R) I
House i;
House rr
'Hide in Ptao Sohl"(R) I
Oread: The Multi-Million Dollar {Action E
[Action Peler
INewtreeao (In"
Challenge (In Stereo) I
|oets lo heaven
|Sleieo)X
Sports-Detroit
WWF Smactdownl (h SMreoTz

Late Show

MnM I
Nightline «
News It

Tonight Show"
(In Stereo) X
Hearts of Glaaa Ft

As Time Goes Charlie Hose
By
(lr Stereo| S_
Star Trek Deep Space Nine
The Way ol Ihe Wamof X
Fraaier Di
IFraaUr (INora X
Stereo) X

CABLE STATIONS
AMC
COM
DISC
ESPN
HBO
HIST

FSO
SCI Ft
TIC

USA
VHI

Movie: tt'i Y^oun/down"(l968. Science Fiction) Robert Duvai)
James Caan American astronauts race lo gel to the moon lirst X
Saturday Night Liva Jerry
Daily Show Ft) |Win Ban
SerfetJ.X
Stein e Money
Wild Discovery: Nature s Bap*
Your New House Ft)
II -■ Alncan Savannah
Sportscenter
NFL 2Nlght

Movie: **•', -Nomi*fti»"(1979 Drama) Sally Field Beau
Movbt:**1! 'On Dangerous Ground" (t95i) A
Uovto: •**';
dettaiva tab tor the Mod tUtv ot his quarry
"Crossfire
Bridges A leniile worker torns me tight for uncmtalori
,
Movie: • *', "$<VOev<f"( 989. Corr.eo\) Meryl Strew. Rcseanne WinBtn
Win Ben
I Turn BmSttn (Dally Show
Stein's Money
Bar A riousewte p*ots revenge on he* unlMhlul husband.
Stein's Money On Can Retnet
Science MysWriM Why so™
Beyond Bizarre Vamp*t$»nd |0n tfMlntttt fW LAP0
On the inside Peai LAPD
ammals r\M become eitmci (R) Ottw Pets" (R)
"He*ns ana M>nd» (R)
Hearts *"<* M»nds" (R)
Sports cent«
NFLFOOlNIIPitisburghSteelersai Jacwonviie Jaguars Alltel Staium (Live) It

Movie: •• 'K'SS the Girls '(1997, S*jSf«nse) Morgan Freeman An IRMI S«I 19 (R) (In Stereo) K
Movie: ... Clueless (1995. Comedy) Aloe Sitverstone Spoiled IfMMittitNFLiinSiereoiK
ryHlis leans careen through the good life 'PG'13 X
escaped v-ciin and a forensc eipert irait a krner (In Siereo) R' X
fop Speed Human Power
Ak CombO WWII Pacific"
10th Century "Kris and Cnme
Craah Tttting Reveaing the
ISacrata of World War H "The
Ancwnl Alltnt ;Rj X
■industry ot product testing (R) X |Raaat Wat' (R)
(R)
Football News [Last Word
Boring Fighl Nighl ai th* Qreal V ftuiern Forum Inglewood CaM Hard«rtFo«bi«~R~
FOX Sports News
FOX Sports Newi(H)
Movie ... -Stir Trek VI Tr* UnOscovemt Country- (199i Kirk I Slar Trek IV
Hercules The
Movie: •••'i "Sw Trek IV The Voy*qeHofne'(\9m, ScianceFlrJon)WMan
Journeys R lrlSereo)I
ShMnaf. Tht Enairpnaa cnw iravali to20tt>-century San Francoco (In Stereo) X
ll* ,*??^ ** i*********^** ltl"0on cn*nc*>Q' Qn Siereo) X
[ Voyage Home'
1
Home Again I Home Again
turning PoaM (R)
KMer Storma iNature •
[Bormuda Triangle: Sacrtts
AHar^TMLoatContlnMi
Kilter Storma I Nature 1
Eitremaeifi
(R)
m
ErtramaafR) Wmali-HR)
IS
IR)
(R)
ER "it« rvkx Easy Being Greene' Uovle: **• -Grease (1978. Muic*) John Travcdla. Olivia Ne^a-John. Siocfcard I Movie: loo* Who's Taking Too (1990) Aiodotei
Due South "Starman" (
Siereo) I
(in Siereo) I
Chanmng p,spi
Chanmng.
Daparala aummer loveis meal again as hicfrschool tariion,.
rnust deal Wi pony tra-ntig and a new sister
Bay-wretch -Matters ol Ihe Heart" JAG' NobooV's Child" (In
WaNcar. Taiaa Ranoar One
Figure Skating Improvice Scheduled are Katawa Witt, Ekaier>na Gordeeva and others (Live)
iln Stereo) 5
Steteo) X
Wot, One RangaT 1.
Where Are They htow?(R) (In
Uat (In Stereo) lUit (R) (In
WeA/e
[fi'ln
IBaMndthe
IBeforeIBeriind the Music The Me and I JannMar Lop« (I
Stereo)
ThayNow?
[Suponnooals career ol soul stnger Barry Wtwe
Siereo)
JMuafciR)

■•I"

Q

4/

tS

r
i^ifl

,JM*° fl

1

"...
63

1999 TfiDjnc Mod'a Services
All r-gnts reserved

5 Sheriff Taylor's
kid
6 Splinter groups
7 Formed a lap
8 Cut shon
9 Worship
10 Having a single
melodic line
11 Racers'grp
12 Baltimore bird
13 Passed gossip
18 Fire-sale phrase
23 Rescue
24 District
25 1996 Tony winner
27 Slow-but sure one
29 Confine
31 Liveliness
33 Anger
35 Concerning
human
engmeenng
39 Show on TV
40 Actoi Bruce
41 Actor Guinness
42 ' Breckinndge

43 Make free (of)

W

&5

12/2/99

CROSS
LOOKING FOR
ANSWERS IN ALL
THE WRONG

PLACES?
GET SOME HELP

FROM THE
ANSWER KEY —
www.bgnews.com

45 Style ol preparing
food
46 Young hooters
47 Smackers
48 Wmk ot an eye
49 Ride tneimals
53 Emotional

Noon

57
59
62
63
64
65

doldrums
Cape8 others
Oblam
Harem 'com
_ Perce
Slightly shirty

UAO film. $2 with University
ID. Ill Olscamp Hall.

8 p.m.

Student
Composers'
Forum
Featuring compositions by
graduate and undergraduate
students at the College of Musical Arts. Bryan Recital Hall,
Moore Musical Arts Center.

World Percussion Night
Featuring the Kusuma Sari
Gamelan,
the
Percussion
Ensemble and the Afro-Carribean Ensemble. Kobacker
Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.

1:30 p.m. - 3 p.m.

8 p.m.

A Tale of "O"
A video discussion on being different. Sponsored by Affirmative Action. Contact Jan at 28472 or janicew@bgnet.bgsu.
edu.
Pallister
Conference
Room, Jerome Library.

Thursday Nite Live - I'M.
TNL - a church built with you
in mind - hilarious videos,
crankin' loud music, relevant
messages - and NO DRESSING
UP, Tatoos and piercings
allowed! Ice Arena Lounge.

5 p.m.

8 p.m.

Divorced/Divorcing
Women's Support Group
Facilitated by Counselor Rebeccca Hurst, M.Ed. The Women's
Center. 107 Hanna Hal).

7 p.m.
Chinese Club
Club activities range from Chinese festival celebrations, Chinese calligraphy to various Chinese games. Anyone interested
in Chinese culture is encouraged to join. The Women's Center, 107 Hanna Hall.

8 p.m.
South Park

TV GUIDE SECTION
rVIMI

H

■■

UPCOMING U°^™»"'

WEATHER tMsweek WORD
of the day
TODAY: Sunny.
High 49, low 27.

Mary Beth Murtha
Page Three Editor
372-2603

Power: A Federal Theater
Project Living Newspaper
Depression-era play showing
construction of electrical power
industry from several perspectives. Political commentary is
just as meaningful today. University Theatre Production. For
tickets, call 2-2719. Joe Brown
Theatre.

9 p.m.
Visionlite
Facilitates a non-threatening
environment for those individuals with coming out, personal
and academic related issues.
The Women's Center, 107
Hanna Hall.
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TRADE

ONLINE
Continued from page one.

The course will even have
(i-adiing assistants, with .i
teacher to student ratio of 15-1.
Students may register for
the course using the star 90
system or by contacting
BGSU's Continuing Education,
International & Summer Programs.
Open enrollment for the
course begins Dec. 1.

son.
So far. 22 students have
signed up for the spring course,
which has room for 60 students
and may fill up quickly.
Last fall, the pilot class was
limited to 28 students. In the
summer, 15 students took the
online course.

DIET
Continued from page one.
looked at 941 patients. Twothirds had taken the drug for
up to three months and the rest
took a placebo. The study found
there was no evidence that the
patients who developed valve
problems got worse.
The leader of the dexfenfluramine study. Dr. Neil Weissman of the Washington Hospital Center in Washington, DC,
said longer-term studies are
needed before anyone can conclude definitively that heart
damage from the diet drugs
goes away.
A study on dexfenlluramine
published last week in Circulation, a journal of the American
Heart Association, also suggested that the leaky valve
problems typically are not
severe and may regress after
the drug is discontinued.
That studv. led by l)r Bruce

Shively of the Oregon Health
Sciences University in Portland, compared 223 patients
who had taken the drug for an
average of seven months
against a control group of 189.
Dr. Jack Crary, a cardiologist
at MeritCare Medical Center in
Fargo, N.D., who was one of the
first doctors to warn of possible
heart damage from fen-phen,
questioned whether the Mayo
study involved enough patients
to be statistically significant.
But he said it seemed consistent with what he has seen in
his own practice.
"We've seen probably several
hundred people with fen-phenrelated valvular disease. Our
experience is that it does
improve, or at least stabilize,"
he said.
But a lawyer who represents
diet drug patients was skeptical.

Kosovo Chat

Continued from page one.
"This conference will be a
success. The issues are far too
important to be ignored," said
Mike Moore, director general of
the World Trade Organization.
Police chief Norm Stamper
told a news conference: "The
downtown area needs to be and
will in fact be made safe today
for everyone."
Mayor Paul Schell, interviewed on NBC's "Today," said,
"I think we've secured the
town."
He said Guard troops will
"be used primarily for backup.
They are not armed.I don't
want armed personnel in the
streets. I think that might even
be more provocative."
WTO delegates long had
expected protests, but nothing
like the storm that hit Seattle
when at least 40,000 activists
took to the streets on the day
the conference was to open.
Some 5,000 protesters confronted police, with a handful
launching an assault on the
downtown business area.
Windows were shattered
everywhere from NikeTown to
Santa's Village outside of Nordstrom. A Starbucks coffee shop
was broken into and looted.
The protests threatened to
become a major embarrassment for the Clinton administration. News of the violence
generated headlines across
Asia today: "Demonstrators
overrun Seattle." said a pageone headline in the Times of
India, one of India's top national newspapers.
In Tokyo. Yasushi Abe, an
official at Japan's Ministry of
International Trade and Industry said he had anticipated
protests. "But the scale of
demonstrations and reported
violence were beyond imagina-

Associated Press Photo
A protester walks through a cloud of smoke created by a gas can thrown by Seattle Wednesday
morning, Dec. 1.
tion," he said in an interview in
Tokyo.
The dissension even surfaced
in the presidential campaign.
In Nashville, Tenn.. at the campaign headquarters of Vice
President Al Gore, some 30 protesters gathered to show their
dismay with the WTO Tuesday
night. There was no violence,
although at one point demonstrators entered the reception
area and chanted, "No, no, no
WTO ..." to stunned members of
Gore's presidential campaign
staff.
The protesters are unhappy
with the Geneva-based organi-

zation that sets the rules for
global trade, charging that it
too often considers only the
needs of giant multinational
corporations at the expense of
protecting the environment and
worker rights.
Some of the more moderate
opponents want the WTO to
include tougher labor and environmental standards in any
trade deal — an idea strongly
opposed by developing nations
in Asia and Latin America that
depend on cheap labor to make
economic gains.
Disappointed WTO officials
scrapped morning speeches

Tuesday by Secretary of State
Madeleine Albright and U.N.
Secretary-General Kofi Annan
and they headed straight into
the first of a series of plenary
sessions where all the trade
ministers are able to air their
concerns. Albright flew back to
Washington after being unable
to give her speech.
"We need to reach out and
explain the link between the
local, the national, and the
international," Annan told
members of the Seattle Rotary
Club Tuesday night.

keg parties in the Union.
"I don't think the University
used very good judgment in letting it become a watering hole
for beer," he said.
Around the time the legal
drinking age was raised from
18 to 21 years old, the University stopped the parties, Crooks
said.

"The University is trying to
come back to a responsible act.
Consuming alcohol in a responsible way is part of acceptable
behaviors," Crooks said.
Klaas agreed.
"I think there is an age at
which people can drink and be
responsible," she said. "I don't
agree with the fact that at 18

you can die for your country,
but you can't go into a bar and
drink a beer."
Rinderle agreed.
"I think if there is a problem
there, it's already there because
of all the bars close to campus.
This is not going to make it any
worse," she said.

BAR
Continued from page one.
supported the drinking age by
checking IDs regularly, having
a bar on campus wouldn't be too
bad. However, she believes it
should be 21 years old and over.
Crooks said that in the late
1970s and early 80s the University had Friday afternoon

BG News Photo/ BEN FRENCH
Gwynne Dyer, noted journalist, historian and film-maker, visited campus yesterday to discuss political, military and ethical issues of the
Kosovo war. Early in the afternoon he spoke on Canada's liberal
immigration laws during a luncheon in Towers West Restaurant.
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Downtown Bowling Green
./•
Over 35 Retail Shops & 19 Eateries
Holiday Open Jiouse December 4 <& 5 •.Si
'Holiday Savings 'Visit Santa 12-4
'Complimentary Refreshments
'Free Holiday Gift Guide & Downtown Directories

i>

'Holiday Sounds *£#?U6>&ficN (?Aota/e
Saturday Strolling isso-i so rso-goo \v> N Main
*e/ement jero Sat Mom mN Main
*7?ut <PAtut;<ui <?AutcA A/y&ioft
Sunday s 3O-40O

POWER

By Arnold Arent
Adapted by G.D. Gcorger, Christopher Herr,
and Steven KinCannon

8

*/?<?(?orene/it (FAutcA l/ou/A <?t<w/3 7M
'Complimentary Carriage Rides
Sunday 12:30-3:30 149 N. Main
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Christmas
Shopping
Express
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FREE BGSU Shuttle Service every 30
Minutes!-77i<j»«-s Jim A Shuttle Staff)

3

THEATRE

December 1-4 (8 PM)
December 5 (2 PM)

r

Where:

FLYING BLIND

Tickets:

fusion funk rock

Adult: $4

19&up welcome NO COVER 21&up
To reserve seats,
call J^72-2710
t
Is

FRIDAY

Printing Services
Copy Center

•
•
•
•
•

Most Affordable Copies in BG

Bursarable!

Woodland Mall
Downtown BG
Big Lots
K-Mart
Meijer

Noon-5:00 p.m.

Conveniently Located in the
Student Union Behind the
Information Desk

~n

Shuttles Depart every J \J\

December 4
Sponsored by BGSU Shuttle Service

T7
Wk

*M-Th 9-6, Fri. 9-5
Extended Hours Dec. 6-10
IM-Th 9am-10pm, Fri 9am-7pm
**i

1

T

THURSDAY

Joe E. Brown Theatre,
University Hall

BGSU

Two busses will pick up students at Founders,
Rogers, Kreischer, Harshman, and Mac and
shuttle them to the following co-sponsors:

www.vr.net/easystreet

When:

BGSU

149 N M.un +-.'.[>rn Strolling

Sporuoiod by IK* Downtown tuMnsu AuocloHon

Upstairs at

A Federal Theatre Project Living Newspaper

T

Anne E. DeChant
1999 lUvtt fa riK4t
special benefit concert
SATURDAY

RED HEADED
STEPCHILD
»

groovin' acoustic rock

T
^^M

a
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Matt Steiner
Sports Editor
372-2603

Second half spurt
key in Falcon victory
By PETE STELLA
The BG News
Most people know that
in any level of athletics, the first and
second half are seen as two different games.
Despite only shooting 11 of
26 from the field in the first
half, the BG men's basketball
team exploded in the second
half to earn their fourth victory
on the year over Illinois State.
The Falcons played tough
defense the entire game and
according to BG coach Dan
Dakich, the key to the second
half was the play of sophomore
guard Keith McLeod. McLeod
ended the night with one steal,
one block and two rebounds to
compliment his six points.
BG News photos/ BEN FRENCH
Freshman guard Seth Doliboa
goes up for a shot. The Falcons stay undefeated at 4-0, a
mark they have not accomplished since the 1974-75 season.
Falcon Senior Anthony Stacey
lead all scorers with 23 points.
He also grabbed eight boards
on the night,

"I thought in the second half,
the key to our deal was
McLeod," Dakich said. "I know
Stacey hit some shots and
everything else but McLeod
really got after their point
guard Kincaid. If you look at
during the stretch when we
made our run to kinda take the
game out, I think he (McLeod)
made him (Kincaid) push off for
an offensive foul, throw the ball
away on a bad pass and I also
think he made him travel."

In the second half, the Falcons went on a rampage out oi
the gates. Stacey Inl for a three
point play, followed by a dunk
from junior guard Trent Jackson and continued with another
three point play by Stacey.
At the 15 minute mark, the
Brown and Orange led by six.
After two Illinois State free
throw attempts, pandemonium
broke loose, in favor of BG.
Senior
forward
Dave
Esterkamp ignited the Anderson Arena crowd with a dunk,
almost immediately followed by
another by Jackson, who
dunked the ball hard over an
Illinois State defender.
"It all comes to defense,"
Jackson said. "We were able to
stor them and get a bunch of
fast break opportunities and
everybody knows that if you're
at home and you get a bunch of
fast break opportunities and a
dunk here and there, you'll get
the crowd en your side."
The tough Falcon defense
held the Hedbirds to only one
three pointer and 13 of 25 from
the field in the second half.
"If we didn't do it (defense)
as a team, it won't work so it
would have to be .i team effort,"
Jackson said "Everybody plays

to the best of their abilities and
we tried to put as much pressure on the ball as possible."
"They
played
terrific
defense." Illinois State coach
Tom Richardson said. "They
bullied us most of the game and
made us turn the ball over. I
think they really forced us into
turnovers with their aggressive
defense."
Sophomore forward Len
Matela was matched up against
Illinois State's big man forward
L Dee Murdock for most of the
game. In the first half, Murdock caused some damage
inside but at half-time, Dakich
had a deal for Matela.
"I thought in the first half,
Matela let Murdock get away
from us," Dakich said. "We
challenged Lenny at half-time
to pitch a shut out and I don't
think he did cause Murdock got
some points but I don't think he
(Murdock) got really anything
in terms in context of their
offense."
With their old school playkind of philosophy, Jackson felt
the team defense was the key.
"If they get a 35 second violation or shot up a crazy shot,
we knew we were working as a
team." Jackson said.

Falcons roll over Redbirds
By MATT STEINER
The BG News
After its 80-60 win over the
Redbirds of Illinois State
Wednesday, the BG men's basketball team can boast a 4-0
record for the first time since
the 1974-75 season.
Defense proved to be the
key. In the first half, a tough
Illinois State zone held BG to a
.423 shooting percentage. However, a pressuring man-to-man
scheme by the Falcons frustrated the Redbirds who could only
muster .435 of their own before
the intermission, including no
three point field goals.
Falcon Coach Dan Dakich
said that sophomore Keith
Mclcod's defense on Redbird
point guard Isaac Kincaid
BOWLING GREEN 80, ILLINOIS ST. 60
ILLINOIS ST. (1-3)
Murdock 9-14 2-5 20, Smith 4-5 1-2 9, Mazanowski 4-4 2-2 10, Bryson 4-12 5-6 14, Jeppson 1-4 0-0 2,
Kincaid 0-5 2-2 2, Crowley 1-2 1-2 3, Luczywko 0-2 0-0 0. Totals 23-48 13-19 60.
BOWLING GREEN (4-0)
Eslerkamp 4-7 6-8 14, Stacey 8-12 3-4 23, Klassen 0-1 0-0 0, Jackson 5-8 6-6 16, McLeod 2-6 0-0 6, Bunn
3-4 0-0 6, Matela 6-8 1-1 13, Doliboa 1-3 0-0 2, Ryan 0-1 0-0 0, Black 0-2 0-0 0. Totals 29-52 16-19 80.
Halftime—Bowling Green 31, Illinois Stale 26. 3-point goals—Illinois St. 1-11 (Bryson 1-5, Kincaid 03, Murdock 0-2, Jeppson 0-1), Bowling Green 6-19 (Stacey 4-6,.McLeod 2-4, Esterkamp 0-2, Black 0-2,
Jackson 0-2, Bunn 0-1, Doliboa 0-1, Ryan 0-1). Fouled out—None. Rebounds—Illinois St. 26 (Murdock
9), Bowling Green 26 (Stacey 8). Assists—Illinois St. 12 (Bryson 6), Bowling Green 21 (Esterkamp 6).
Total fouls—Illinois St. 18, Bowling Green 17. A—2,523.

FALL 2000 LEASING
Come sign up today!

UNITS GOING FAST!

Campbell Hill Apartments
■
•
•
•

3

o

2 and 3 bedrooms
All have A/C
l"! baths
Full basements

Columbia Court Apartments
(903,907,915,921,929, 935 Thurstin)
• 3 bedroom/2baths
• Furnished
• Close (o Campus
Units#48-72 with A/C and fireplace.

Heinz Apartments
808.818 N Enterprise. 424.451 Frazee
3 Bedroom. Furnished. A/C & Fireplaces

4)

Merger Manor Apartments
One of BG's Newest Complexes
• 3 bedroom/2 full baths.
• A/C, Fireplaces, & Microwaves

Hours:
Mon-Fn (9 am - 5 pm)
Satunlay (9 am- I pm)

Greenbriar, Inc.
352-0717
224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402

Wot

GRIINMIAt, INC.

played a big role.
was able to add to its lead. Two
"I thought the key going in three-point plays by Anthony
after watching Illinois State on Stacey and one by sophomore
film was what we could do to center Len Matela with a coumake them turn the ball over," ple of Trent Jackson baskets in
Dakich said. "I thought Keith between helped the Falcons go
up 46-36 3:38 into the half
was really good at that."
Soon after Illinois State cut
Illinois
State
led
the
the lead to 46-41 on a free
turnover category with 20 to
throw by Kincaid. Jackson took
BG's 16.
a long pass from Matela. eleBG led 31-26 at the half vated and dunked the ball in
behind 10 points and four the face of a Redbird defender.
assists from senior forward The crowd and the BG offense
Dave Esterkamp. The Redbirds were ignited.
were able to put the ball
"We got the crowd on our
through the basket via the low side," Jackson said. "You have
post. Six foot nine inch forward nothing but adrenaline going
L. Dee Murdock had his way and try to keep on capitalizing
scoring 12 points.
every plav. So that's what we
Both teams traded baskets did."
Esterkamp added a breakearly in the second half. But BG

away dunk of his own combining with three triples by Stacey
to fuel the attack the rest of the
way.
"They got some run outs and
some easy baskets," Illinois
State coach Tom Richardson
said. "They responded in the
second half."
Stacey scored 17 points in
the second half ending the
night with a game high 23
points and led the Falcons with
8 rebounds. Esterkamp, Jackson and Matela also reached
double digits with 14, 16 and 13
points respectively.
Murdock ended with 20 for
the Redbirds while Bryson had
14 and center Chad Mazanowski added 10.
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leers sign four
Concussions a major focus
blue-chip recruits
By Shawn Sell

ed an impressive 77 points in
41 games last season.
McConvey, a center, is leading the Wexford Raiders with
38 points in 16 games. The center has guided the Raiders to
third place in the league.
Wires, 17, had 39 points in 46
games for the Raiders last season. He is one of the top
prospects with a 1982 birthdate.
The 6-1 180 pound Bieska
has 19 points and 75 penalty
minutes in 22 games this season. He should bring help join
Louis Mass and Doug Schueller
in providing toughness on the
blue line next season.
"We are very excited with the
group we have," BG assistant
coach Eric Hoffberg said. "We
think they can come in here
and make an impact immediately."
The Falcons arc expected to
sign ill least one more player
for next season.

By DAN NIED
The BG News
The Bowling Green hockey
team went to Ontario replenish
their stock.
They signed four blue chip
recruits from the Ontario
Provincial Junior "A" league to
Naional Letters of intent before
Thanksgiving.
Three forwards and a
defenseman will come on next
season to fill the void left by
departing senior forwards
Adam Edinger, Craigt Dejarlais. Brad Newman and Zach
Ham and defensemen Mike
Jones and B.J. Adams.
Forwards Phil Barski, D'Arcy McConvey and Mark Wires
are all accomplished scorers.
Defenseman Kevin Bieska has
been a menacing force in the
Ontario league.
Barski has 13 goals and 36
points in 16 games this season
for the Milton Merchants. The
6-2 180 pound left wing record-

FROM

THE WIRE

Falcon bailers lose on the road at Xavier
The Bowling Green womens basketball team lost an 87-72 decision to Xavier University last night at the Schmidt Memorial
Field House. The Falcons next contest will be against Ohio State
Saturday in Columbus.

Miami falls to nationally ranked Tennessee
No. 18 Tennessee 78, Miami of Ohio 59
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Though he may lead his team in scoring, Vincent Yarbrough believes balance is whal has made Tennessee
successful so far Ibis season.
"I don't think there's any selfishness on ibis team," said
Yarbrough, who scored 19 points Wednesday nighl lo help No. 18
Tennessee beat Miami of Ohio 78-59. "I think thai leads to about
•verybody getting an equal amount of points."
Smothering defense by the Volunteers (5-0) allowed the RedHawks (1-2) to hit only 2d percent of their shots m the opening 20
ninnies. Miami rallied within 10 points late in the second half.
"We definitely won this game in the first half," Tennessee's Isiah
Victor said. "We wanted to come out and play hard defensively so
hey wouldn't get up on us."
The Vols, behind Yarbrough's 13 first-half points, led 39-19 with
me minute left in the first half.
"They got on us early," Miami coach Charlie Coles said. "We're not
ilaving well."
Miami, led by Jason Grunkmeyer's five second-hall 3-pointers,
.losed to 67-57.

Special lo the BG News
On September 27, San Francisco 49ers star quaterback,
Steve Young, suffered a concussion for the fourth time in three
seasons. As he lay unconscious
in the middle of the field on
national television, the critics
were already starting to ask,
"When is Steve Young going to
decide enough is enough?"
Concussions, or bruising of
the brain, can occur in relatively any sport at any time. Most
often they are the result of a big
hit or collision.
At Bowling Green State University, like most places, concussions are not taken lightly.
Athletic trainer Bill Jones who
has been with the Falcons for
26 years works with the football and hockey teams, while
overseeing the remainder of
Falcon athletics. With all of his
experience, Jones has seen his
share of concussions, especially
working with football and hockey. According to Jones, concussions are graded in three different degrees In a grade one concussion, a player basically "gets
his bell rung." A physician is
called in to evaluate the athlete
for this least severe type.
Grade two concussions can
include loss of memory, which la
a critical warning that a concussion has occurred. Jones
said, a grade two concussion
sees a player "out to lunch.''
The most serious grade conCOUSion usually involves the
athlete losing consciousness.
However, Jones emphasized, "A
player can ger concousions
without being knocked out."
Probably the scariest part of
receiving a concussion is the
wide variety of possible symptoms Brent Martin, the starting fullback for the BGSU football team, has been diagnosed
with two official concussions
and had many different types of

symptoms.
"I got hit hard." Martin said.

"Basically, you lose touch with
reality. It was kind of like looking through a kaleidoscope."
Martin also said athletes are
susceptible to losing balance,
forgetting where they are, and
mistaking basic information.
Another Bowling Green football player, freshman Greg
Kupke, sustained a concussion
at his first camp as a Falcon. "I
took a shot to the head," Kupke
said. "I was really light headed
and out of it. My head was really screwed up and I felt like I
might pass out. Later in the
evening, I had a major temperature and then the next day I
got and MRI and it revealed a
concussion."
With former NFL players Al
Toon and Merril Hoge forced to
retire because of too many concussions and Young now on the
verge, one must consider what
can be done to stop these scary
incidents from occuring. Not
much, according to Jones.
"Concussions can't be eliminated, just minimized," he said.
"The best way to minimize concussions is by using mouth
guards. Mouth guards aren't
used enough."
Jones also said proper head
protection and good tackling
technique as ways to cut down
on concussions.
Kupke said that not much
can be done to cut down on concussions. "They are a part of
the game, you can't worry about
them," he said. "The only thing
I can think of is to get better
insulated helmets, but they are
already pretty good."
While many concussions
occur on the football field, they
can happen at the least likely
tinies to least likely people.
Bowling Green senior Brad
Gibbons is prime example.
While competing recently in an
intramural ultimate frisbee
game, Gibbons sustained a concussion after a collision.
"I was running across the
field and 1 felt a collision," he

Associated Press photo
Steve Young suffered his fourth concussion earlier this year.
Like Young, BGSU trainers take concussions by athletes serious
said. "The next thing I remem- Young's recent concussion hius
ber was everyone standing people thinking seriously about
around me and I didn't remem- this issue.
ber before or right after it hapAs for Young, most people
pened. I could run a little , but think it would be wise for the
I had no stamina and was tired veteran quaterback to call it
after just a couple of minutes " quits. A poll of nearly 4,060
As sometimes is the case "USA Today" readers accumuwith concussions. Gibbons felt lated the day after YoungTs
the effects after the incident injury, reported that 57 percent
occurred. "The next day I had a of fans think Young shou,ld
test," he said. "When I got it, I retire.
looked at it and all I saw was
At BGSU, the opinion is relblack lines. It took me looking atively the same. Jones feels
at it four times to understand that Young is probably leaning
the writing. Finally, the infor- towards retirement, but caumation that I had studied the tions, "It's hard for them to
previous afternoon came back." retire, but he could end up like
Gibbons also said he was dis- All."
oriented the day after and had
Freshman football player
a headache for three days.
Jon Mazur said, "It's his choice;
Concussions have become a it's his life. But in his best
growing concern as sports interest, he should probably
become more violent and hard- retire."
hitting than ever before.

Michigan State tops North Carolina
By DAVID DROSCHAK
AP Sports Writer
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. — Second-ranked North Carolina lost
its home opener for the first
time in 71 years as Morris

Peterson scored a career-high
31 points to lead No. 8 Michigan State to an 86-76 victory
Wednesday night.
The Tar Heels 1.3-1), coming
off three impressive wins in the

Adult rtnjSW

HARMONY
GRANT

Maui Invitational, last lost a
home opener in 1928 to South
Carolina. They were defeated
for only the sixth time in 90
such openers in Chapel Hill.
The meeting of top 10 powers
— part of the ACC-Big Ten
Challenge — was played without Michigan State star point
guard Mateen Cleaves, still
sidelined with a stress fracture
in his right foot.

The 6-foot-7 Peterson was
deadly from various places o)i
the court, going 7-for-10 from
the field in the first 20 minutes
as the Spartans led by as many
as 12
Peterson, whose previous
career best was 27 against Iowa
last season, then sank his first
three shots of the second half a.Michigan State (4-11 took control of the game.
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NOW
Movies
+ N-2
OK, I'll admit it, I have
become slightly addicted to
chat rooms. I have spent countless hours jamming up the one
phone line in my house so that
I could type my happy little
heart out in chat.
At first I was nothing more
than a name on a screen list. I
just sat there and I tried to figure out what these people were
talking about. Thank God I
caught on quick. After a few
visits I learned that "LOL"
means laugh out loud, "BRB"
means be right back, and a/s/1
is a simple way of asking your
age, sex and location.
There is also something else
that I have enjoyed. I have been
able to meet people that I probably would not have met otherwise. J am also thankful that I
have not met any psychopaths
or sex-deprived perverts. Chat
has led me to have what you
would call e-mail pen pals. I
now have friends all over the
globe in places like the UK,
Italy, New Zealand, Canada,
and other areas in the United
States. Some of the people that
I have gotten to know include
Maree, Lauren, Chris, Luca,
K;.ra, Fuzzy, Bee, Ricci, and
Cherrie. I wish I could write
more about them, but I only get
so much space.
Another thing is that we all
pretty much know each other
and we hang out in pretty much
the same places, one of them
being at www.robbiechat.com.
This site is the work of another
One of my friends, David Hughes. You can probably figure out
who the site is based on, but
oddly enough we don't really
talk about him. (As I said in the
fan column, I say the name, the
NOW staff hurts me.) At least
everyone in the room has something in common.
Of course, there are drawbacks to chat. For one, I can't
. really pick up the phone and
call everyone. The long distance
charges would make my Bursar
bill look like a downright bargain. There is also the time difference. For example, when it is
10 p.m. here it is almost 4 a.m.
in some parts of Europe. Computer problems can rear their
ugly heads and make chatting
quite an undertaking.
There is something else
about chat that I like. No one
can pass judgment on you
based on what you look like,
what you believe, or on anything for that matter. As
Martha Stewart would say,
That's a good thing."
I go to several different
places and each has its own
atmosphere. Larger rooms have
a tendency to confuse the living
daylights out of me. Sometimes
I have no idea who I am talking
to or who is trying to talk to me.
In smaller rooms there have
been times where there is just
me and one other person. That
can make for some really interesting conversation.
So here is some advice for
those of you who have not tried
rh;it For one, if you are going
into a fan room, don't come up
with a name like "BushSuck" or
something like that. Please
don't enter a room with intent
!to just tick people off. After a
while they will catch on and
you will be ignored. I did not
give out my e-mail address
until I went into chat a few
times. No offense to my friends,
but I wanted to know who I was
talking to before I gave out my
e-mail address.
My only Y2K concerns are
. whether or not I am going to be
•able to log on and chat. What
I am I going to do if I can't talk
- about chocolate with Maree?
j What am I going to do if I can't
- talk about football, or as we
J Americans call it soccer? What
- am I going to do if I can't get
* online? The thought scares me.
'. However, I do not put my
•entire life on the back burner.
I You know that school work
•comes first, but when I went
I without chat for a week so that
-1 could work on my speech for
my communications class, I
-thought I was suffering
;through withdrawal. Yes, I
-guess I am addicted.
Lisa Bettinger is psychotical*/y infatuated with Robbie
IWilliams and can be reached at
..nowstafJ9journalist.com

•

Ana Pereira and Tony Recznik
NOW Co- Editors
372-6966
NOW : Alanis Moresette.
Queen, The End of Days'
soundtrack and Dogma'
soundtrack are all
reviewed.

NOW: Sleepy Hollow'
and End of Days are both
reviewed.

Chat room
guidebook
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Bright lights in the semi-big city
By LISA BETTINGER
The BG News
The Lights Before Christmas
has become a holiday tradition
for many in the area for 14
years. This year's display to the
Toledo Zoo features over one
million individual light bulbs
along with over 130 moving displays based on the animal
world.
Highlights from this year's
display include two swirling
walk through tunnels. There is
also the huge tree outside the
greenhouse that is covered in
thousands of lights. Some of the
best moving displays include a
spider slowly making its web
and sbmc frogs who are in the
holiday spirit. The most
impressive light display features a re-creation of the
Northern Lights with a polar
bear walking in front.
The Zoo is also making additions. Visitors can get a glimpse
of
the
upcoming Arctic
Encounter exhibit, which is
opening in January. The exhibit will be home to the Zoo's
polar bears. Currently the feature attraction for lights is a
huge fountain lit up for the holiday season.
Along with the outdoor display there are several indoor
displays. Several of the Toledo
Zoo's buildings arc open during
Lights. The Museum of Science
has been turned into a holiday
getaway. Pictures with Santa
are available. There is also a
snack bar and sitting area. A
miniature train exhibit is also
featured at the museum. A
candy counter offers up fudge
and other sweets while the
snack bar offers pizza, pretzels
and beverages.
The Zoo's North Star Trading
Post gift shop will also be open.
Along with souvenirs, there is a
bakery, fudge counter, and
gourmet coffee. As some visitors have learned already, if
you forget some of your winter
gear, like your gloves, they can
be purchased at North Star.
The lights are not the only
part of the exhibit. Many of the

By CHASITY LESTER
The BG News
Continuing this week is
the NOWeecuon's showcase of the best and most
influential albums of the past
decade compiled by our staff.
These selections are in no particular order, and will be
appearing periodically until the
end of year. This issue:
Counting Crows: August and
Everything After
Critics thought that The
Counting Crows debut release
August and Everything After in
1993 was nothing more than a
fluke. Critics awaited
the
bands disappearance into the
background, like so many other
bluesy grunge bands of the
early 90s.
However, before the release
of the album, the band was

Zoo's animal residents are through January 9, 2000. The
awake and active at night. In exhibit will be closed on Christthe children's zoo there are mas Eve, Christmas Day and
some of Santa's reindeer for New Year's Eve. Hours are
younger visitors.
Monday through Thursday 5:00
During the Lights Before p.m. to 8:00 p.m. On Friday
Christmas, there will be plenty through Sunday the hours are
of special events. There will be 5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
ice carving displays every
Admission to the Zoo for the
Wednesday night in December , lights is $4.00 for adults and
The second annual "Ice Before $2.00 for children ages 2 to 11
Christmas" ice sculpture com- and for seniors, Monday
petition is scheduled to take through Thursday. On the
place on Dec. 8 at 4:00 p.m.
weekend admission goes up to
Other special events are in the
works and will be announced $5.00 for adults and $3.00 for
soon, along with several live children and seniors. Parking
can be found at the Zoo's Anthoradio shows.
BGSU is even playing a part ny Wayne Trail parking lot.
in the festivities. Two quartets Parking costs $2.00.
In order to avoid traffic and a
from the University will be
walking through the zoo and long walk to the zoo entrance,
singing holiday songs. These visitors may want to leave
singers will be at the zoo every early. Since the bulk of the display is outdoors, visitors will
Friday trough Sunday.
The Lights Before Christmas definitely want to dress for the
is at the Toledo Zoo now weather.

playing the opening of the Rock
and Roll Hall of Fame and
debuting on Letterman, MTV
and Saturday Night Live.
Letterman proclaimed the
band one of the best new bands
around in their 93 show
appearance. He ended by
telhng the audience "If you do
not have a copy of lhj${fiugust
and Everything Aftyr) there is
something wrong with you."
The same month they
became fixtures of the Billboard's top ten list, just like
Pink Floyd and The Beatles.
Couting Crows appeal is
based largely on the fact that it
does not prescribe to any other
music
category.
Counting
Crows sound is indescribable.
Critics have called the band a
mix of a wide genre of music.

Photo Provided
Counting Crow's lead singer Adam Duritz ready to pick a fight.

1

Namely, the big bands of the
60's and 70's, such as The Doors
and the Grateful Dead.
Singer and front man, Adam
Duritz voice has been hailed as
the incarnate of Van Morrison
with the depth of Bob Dylan.
Duritz voice is deliberate and
frank. His wailing is almost
delicate at times, hopeless and
humbling.
Duritz's array of personalities show themselves in his
song lyrics. His lyrics splash
the album in shades of gray as
he swirls words and phrases
together into songs of poignancy and urgency. He is someone
who is content to view life as
the ultimate tragedy. In fact, he
almost seems to revel in it.
The release of August and
Everything After seemed to be
his anthem to a malcontented
existence and an acceptance of
some infinite sadness. The
tracks in the song are fueled by
this sorrow. Each one melts into
the other, each about some burden of life. Even Mr. Junes, the
upbeat and easily recognizable
song on the album has a sense
of emptiness in the lyrics
These are the feelings that
are easily recognizable of
human emotion. It has allowed
the band to cross over from the
college band of the hour into
mainstays. The music is so
incomparable to anything else
that it easily fits into every category, from classic rock to alternative. This has allowed the
band mass appeal. The Counting Crows are safe territory for
everyone to listen to.
The element of mass appeal

BG News Photos/ MIKE LEHMKUHLE
Toledo residents, Diane Bouillon, left, and Jeanne Schmidlin
take one last look at the holiday lights displayed at the Toledo
Zoo. The Toledo Zoo is running the display until January 9.

is what lias propelled the band, -tioB and the human element of
despite the predictions of crit- pain. Which is something
ics. The Counting Crows do not everyone knows, something
use trickery or conformity to more recognizable than a claswin an audience. They use emo- sification.

Top Ten Albums Featured
Pearl Jam:
Public Enemy:
Ftarofo Black 1'Iantt
nn
Nirvana:
Smashing Pumpkins:
Nevermind
Melon Collie. Anil The
PJ Harvey:
^^M Infinite Sadness
REM.
7b Bring You My /.owe
Beck:
Automatic For tht People
Udelay
%W .
Alanis Morisette:
Radiohead:
w ,^M
Jaeeed Little Pill
1
OK Computer
Yes, we have ten albums, but due to a tie we still hove one more.
Keep reading NOW to find out the album we have left.
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"End of Days' not worth time

Lose your head
'Sleepy Hollow'

By JAMES ELDRED
The BG NEWS

By ERIK PEPPLE
The BG News
Going into a Tim Burton film
you can expect a few thingsdreamy at times kookily imaginative
visuals,
whimsical
humor, a scampering Danny
Elfman score and astounding
art direction.
Even in his
weakest films, like Mars
Attacks, there is always something to look at. Burton's canvas bursts at the seams with
original imagery and consummate film making skill.
His newest opus, the arty
slasher flick Sleepy Hollow, is
no exception. Taking his cue
from Washington Irving's classic tale, Sleepy Hollow tells the
story of a psychotic equestrian
slicing off the heads of townsfolk.
With this basic framework Burton starts from
scratch giving us a new story
filled with intoxicating images
and awe-inspiring special
effects making for a vintage
Tim Burton flick, at least until
the final twenty minutes.
Burton's Sleepy Hollow is a
town of secrets. Incest, doublecrosses, witchcraft and adultery are the scandals du jour.
Basically it's the TV soap opera
Passions with better art direction and minus a midget.
Using photography in part
inspired by Brueghel's paintings, the Hudson River School
artists and the campy Hammer
horror films from the 60's,
Sleepy Hollow is a ramshackle
town with deteriorating houses
resting against one another for
support.
Lnter Ichabod Crane (Johnny Deppl. No longer a schoolteacher, he's a brilliant if snookish practitioner of the new science of forensics. With a trove
of baroque gadgets that make
the new Bond gadgets look like
Play-Skool toys, he heads to
Sleepy Hollow in the hopes of
unraveling the truth behind the
mysterious beheadings.
While there he encounters a
wealthy family of burghers-the
VanTassels-who harbor numerous secrets regarding the
killings and the town itself.
Crane finds himself drawn to
the daughter, a nymphet lolleypoppet named Katrina (Christina Ricci).
Katrina and Ichabod make
for unlikely duo gadding about
the countryside observing dismembered bodies and other
acts of mayhem. Depp and Ricci
.iii- cclluloidal soul mates. In
Sleepy Hollow they make for a
dynamite pair.

Photo provided
Ricci and Depp shine in Tim Burton's 'Sleepy Hollow.'
As good as they are, however, though, comes in the final
the movie belongs to Depp. twenty minutes or so. Instead
Depp's characterization of of trusting the powerful visuals
Crane is the type of perfor- and interesting story he has
mance that illicits both cheers formulated. Burton drastically
and jeers from audiences. alters the horseman's motives
Depp's Crane is weak of stom- making him seem more like he
ach and tends to swoon at the escaped a from a soap opera
sight of blood. It's the perfect and not the fires of hell. The
synergy of Burton's skewed final twenty minutes arc comdark humor and Depp's ability petently done (Burton is incato completely disappear into his pable of anything less than
characters that the hero of this utter professionalism), but
murder mystery would be a resort to chases and explosions
faint of heart intellectual. and typical murder mystery
Depp hasn't been this good on histrionics that seem to ramble
screen since his double-wham- on ad infinitum.
Burton came close to crafting
my brilliance in Donnie Brasco
a masterpiece of horror, but
and Ed Wood.
The rest of Burton's cast also loses his grip toward the slash
performs quite nicely.
Each and burn finale. Instead what
actor seems to be reveling in he leaves us with is a bloody
the chance to tool around in good movie, hampered by a
Burton's visual wonderland. very typical climax.
Michael Gambon, Jeffrey Jones
and Richard Griffiths take
'Sleepy Hollow'
great joy in their work, camping it up a la Hammer Horror.
Starring: Johnny
Burton even pays glorious
■ Depp, Christina Ricci,
homage to Hammer by casting
1 Miranda Richardson
the horror icon Christopher Lee
and Michael Gambon
as astern judge. And the Headless Horseman? Well, to spoil
NOW says: Despite
the surprise casting would ruin
\ the weak
finale,
a nice treat (even if he does go
there are visuals to
completely over-the-top, even
■ lose your head over
for him).
"i and Johnny Depp in
But not all is peachy visualto)) form. Sleepy Holization and smart perfor■ low is a bloody good
mances in Sleepy Hollow. Burton crams the film with a subplot about ' Ichabod's past.
Granted Ichabod's flashbacks
iv.ult in some gorgeous images
1 star Don't even rent
but they seem Jerry-rigged into
2 stars: Wait for video
the plot almost as an excuse to
3 stars Catch in the thecast Burton's wife, Lisa Marie
! at re
in a pivotal role.
I 4stare: Drop the paper and
Burton's
biggest
error,

• ••
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for Dining Services'
silverware, china,
glasses A trays
If you've borrowed any
University Dining
serviceware this semester

-NOWis the time to return it without
penally. See your local dining
unit for drop off locations.
Thanks for your help!
kp: 11-22-99 Ads
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When going to an Arnold
Schwarzenegger movie, I don't
expect much. With few exceptions, his films are silly-butgood action movies with substandard plots involving the
most contrived action scenes in
the world, but I usually don't
care. Why? Because his movies
are usually fun. "True Lies",
"Eraser" and even "Terminator
2" had some degree of humor in
them. And to top it off, they all
have some spectacular action
scenes.
Then there's "End Of Days."
There's no great action scenes,
and there is next to no humor,
so all that's left to hold it
together is the plot. Heaven
help us all.
"End Of Days" begins with
an opening so bizarre it defies
belief. Rome, 1979: a young
priest runs to the pope after
seeing a mysterious mark
above the moon. It is the "Eye
of God", a symbol that "the girl"
will be born today. Flash across
the ocean to New York, a young
girl is born in a hospital, and is
taken down by the nurse there
to receive what looks like a
satanic baptism.
Jump ahead 20 years, after a
priest tries to kill a client of
bad-ass security guard, Jericho
Cane (Arnold) he investigates
the attempted murder and,
through a series of idiotic plot
devices, is led to the girl, Christine. In fact, he gets there just
in time because she's about to
bo killed by a group of radical
priests, that's right, radical
priests, that kill people. They
kick ass for the Lord and like
their job.
You soon discover that the
priests wanted her dead
because she is the one who will
bear Satanis child, who will be
the antichrist. This child that
will be conceived on New Yearis
Eve 1999, between the hours
11:00 and 12:00 PM to be exact
(eastern standard time). So she
must be protected from the
dark one (Gabriel Byrne) for
the next three days. A fact that
won't be easy since he seems to
have followers at every street
corner of downtown New York.
There are so many things
wrong with this film 1 honestly
(limit know where to begin.
Arnold is absolutely horrible,
giving what would have to be
the worst performance since

Photo provided
Schwarzenegger and Byrne (Satan) rocking around the Christmas tree in 'End of Days.'
"Hercules in New York" (for the
five of you that saw that one on
TNT). And Arnold isn't the only
one to deliver a lackluster performance, almost the entire
cast does. Gabriel Byrne is a
lousy Satan, and Robin Tunney
seems to only have two emotions in this film, freaked out,
and really freaked out, and portrays both horribly. And don't
get me started on the fact that
Rod Stieger plays a faithful
catholic priest.
Also, adding to the overall
idiocy of the plot are several
small things that somehow
manage to make it even worse.
It is shown halfway through
the film that bullets do not
harm Satan in his human form
at all. However, he hires Arnold
in the beginning of the film to
protect him, why? It only serves
as a plot device to have Arnold
be there when the priest tries to
kill him.
Speaking of the assassinpriest, why the hell is he so
messed up? His apartment is
covered in bloody scriptures,
his cat is locked in the fridge
and he cut his own tongue out.
Did he go nuts, did Satan drive
him to do it? We are never told.
Then there's the sane priest.
In one scene it is implied that
Satan kills all of them, we hear
them scream and see several of
them killed. Despite this, Rod
Stieger appears later in the
film, with many of the priests
that were 'killed' earlier. Did
they escape unharmed, or are
they just victims of bad editing,

and nothing else?
Adding to the mess are the
bad action scenes that not only
defy all logic, they are also boring as hell. During one scene,
Christine and Jericho must
escape from the temple of the
Satan-worshippers, unfortunately, the worshippers are
everywhere, and they also
always know where the two
seem to be. Is it a power that
Satan bestowed upon them?
No, it's just a power that lazy
scriptwriters gave them.
This movie was so poorly
made that 1 didn't care about
Jericho, Chistine, or even
whether or not the world was
going to end. I just wanted to
get the hell out of that theater
by the time it was over. This
isn't just bad, it's the worst
thing an action film can be.
It's boring.

'End of Days'
Starring: Arnold
Schwarzenegger &
Gabriel Byrne
NOW says:
Tins film is so stupid ii
makes "Commando"
look Oscar-worthy.
star
stars.
stars;
Stars:

Don't even rent
Wait for video
Catch yi the Ihealr4^__
Drop the |>a|ier :ui(l *~
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(or $30 rebate on any ona phonal
See punted maienatt tfi store lot details deck store avadafriity tor phone model shown

^ Sprint

The clear alternative tu cellular
BG LOCATIONS

RADIO SHACK 352-6727 • ANSWER FACTORY 354-2110 • VIRTUAL PC 353-8324

B&B Truck & Auto
Repair & Welding

40 Bishop Rd.. Bowling Green, OH • 353-2
i-2526
13040

Offer ends January 16, 2000
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UNDER CONSTRUCTION

Student Union Closing Celebration!
Graphic

Magician

Prints from the Norton Simon Museum

Now through January 16,2000

Thursday, December 2
Free Coffeecake, Coffee, Tea & Hot Chocolate
7-10 am
Monday, December 6
Falcon's Nest, lirst floor
Free Popcorn

Friday, December 3
Trace the career and life of this
startling and original 20th-century
master through his print work.
Call 419-255-8000
for more information
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P<«K> Woman

«-tn Hamn SeptenW <9S6

M *orta by Mb) ftaaeo Cl W9 baa of
Pablo PtoMo/Anaa Rjtfn Soaery {AftSkNewlbrii
The) etwaUDon taa been caend by vie Norton
&non PtajM and die N i ft Gened Gamer far
Vfcjal Atu atSoWcrd UrfcenfyfTT*. adAMon has
bean made poeatee by a sjananxa fm bom
^ and fit< rtWdarnn

"BigDaddy11 am & 2 pin
Free sliowings of llie hit movie
slurring Adam Sandier
Campus Room, third floor

Saturday, December 4
Sunday, December 5
Free Bowling & Billiards
3-7 pin
Campus Bowling & Billiards Room

11 am - 3 pm
Information desk

Tuesday, December 7
BGSU & Union Trivia Game
1-3 pm
Falcon's Nest, first floor
Test Knowledge of BGSU and
the Union, and win prizes!
WBGU-FM Live Broadcast
5-6 pm
Falcon's Nest, first floor

Event Sponsors: Student Union. Off-Campus Student Center Off-Campus
Connection. Student Activities. Undergraduate Student Government, university
Activities Oiganizalion. University Dining Services and WBGU-FM
With Thanks to: University Bookstore. Recreational Sports,
ice Arena, and First Year Experience Program

The Toledo Museum of Art

'4

<»

Wednesday, December 8
Closing Celebrations
11 am -2 pm
Noon - 6 pm
Lenliart Grand Ballroom
• Cancun Volleyball
• See what you can "build" with
our supplies
Prizes given in 3 categories
• Home Run Derby
-with prizes
• Big Wheel races
and prizes!
• Music and a live broadcast
by WBGU-FM
• And more prizes and
giveaways!

Promenade Lounge,
second floor
• Fun Flicks - Make your own
music video Freel

Alsoll am~2pm

• Magician
Falcon's Nest, first floor

• Draw on the walls of Prout
Cafeteria, second floor
• "See" the new Union
• Balloon artists
• Free cake at the
Information Desk

1 -4 pm
• Free Bowling & Billiards
Campus Bowling & Billiards
Room, first floor

4:30-6:30 pm

8 pm
• Comedian Marty Putz
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Free!

All evenia will take place In the Student Union.
Please visit ui before th« Student Union CIOMS on Saturday,
December 18, 1999 for two yaart Of renovation and e.paneion.

UNDER CONSTRUCTION

<£>
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original, its a cover of
Police song, "King Of Pain."
Despite the fact that Alanis
changes it to "Queen Of Pain"
halfway through the song, it's
performed very well and is very
powerful.
If you are not an Alanis fan,
this album won't convert you.
But if you like most of her
songs, then you'll probably
enjoy the ones here also.
James Eldred

Mercury
The real golden nugget for
Queen fans is "No-one But You
(Only the Good Die Young)". It
is the first, and probably last
**
track to feature Queen as a trio.
May, and drummer Roger Taylor do a very amicable job on
vocals. Unless you were a
Queen fan you probably did not
know that these two did sing
lead on several songs throughout the band's career. Of course,
this song also shows that the
best Mercury tribute comes
from his bandmatcs. It is written in classic Queen form, and
it will not disappoint.
Queen is currently on the
ballot for induction into the
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame.
1999- Maverick
This could explain why this CD
was released when it was. PerI like Alanis Morissctte.
There, I admitted it. I don't
haps it could have been more
fitting to release this on the
own any of her albums, but I've
tenth anniversary of Mercury's
borrowed both her studio
death. Of course, there is probalbums and reasonably enjoyed
ably tons of B-sides and studio
them.
On the same token, if I have
out-takes that have yet to see
the light of day.
to listen to "Ironic" and "You
Until that CD takes shape,
Learn" one more time I burn
this is a very worthy CD. It may
my radio.
1999-Hollywood
not have the same magical
So I guess I like Alanis, just
Nov. 24 marked the eighth moment like Bohemian Rhapin moderation.
year
anniversary
of
the
death
of
sody, but it has plenty of magic
Now I've received her latest
CD, an MTV Unplugged live Freddie Mercury. That same all its own.
week
the
band
released
another
performance, and I have to
Lisa Bellinger
admit, it's not that bad despite greatest hits collection. This
edition features songs towards
the fact that it starts horribly.
Unpluggeds are usually good the end of the band's career,
because the artists change along with some solo material
familiar songs into unfamiliar from Mercury and guitarist
ones. This is not the case, how- Brian May. There are also guest
ever, with the first song, "You appearances from Elton John,
Learn." It sounds almost exact- George Michael and Wyclef
ly the same as the original ver- Jean.
One thing ''iat cannot be dis: in, which I also hated. Next
to the equally boring version of puted is thfci Mercury's voice
"Ironic", its the worst song on was one of a kind. Elton John
makes a valiant effort to sing
the album.
Luckily, things pick up after "The Show Must Go On", but he
that with the very good version still comes up short. When
of "Joining You." Gone is the John tries to hit the high notes,
short and hard guitar that gave he chokes. George Michael's
the song it's ominous feel. What performance of "Somebody to
is here is a slow orchestral Love", taken from 1992's Fredaccompaniment, which, while die Mercury Tribute Concert, is
very different from the original, a much more fitting tribute.
There are plenty of remixes
works for the same purpose.
Other excising songs that to be found here too. First we
Alanis plays, "That I Would Be have the "Rah Mix" of the
Good" and "Head Over Feet" Queen/David Bowie collabora- ,1999-Gelfen
are nothing special. If you liked tion "Under Pressure." It wH
"End Of Days" is a film about
the originals you'll like these, of make die-hard fans cringe, but
it will probably get played in Satan, so what better music to
course, the reverse also applies
be featured on the soundtrack
Surprisingly, two of the best dance clubs everywhere.
Wyclef Jean's impact on than heavy metal, the 'music of
songs on the album are new
versions of "You Oughta Know" "Another One Bites the Dust" is Satan?'
Most of the big metal acts,
and "Uninvited." The previous interesting. The tempo is
is almost a different song in slowed down a bit so that Jean Korn, Limp Bizkit and Creed
parts. Starting with a very slow can do some rapping, but he are all present here, but they
orchestral accompaniment, it does not totally destroy the are all secondary compared to
builds with the intensity of the song. What Jean does is take an the main feature on the album.
song. It helps reinvent the song old song and add some powerful Guns N' Roses, new Guns N'
Roses at that.
into something new. The same new meaning to it.
The winner for most interFor the first time since the
can be sajd with "Uninvited"
track
goes
to Loose Your Illusion albums of
which was creatively redone to esting
be played with more instru- "Barcelona," Mercury's duet the early 90's Axl has returned
ments, so it's more than just with opera diva Monsterrat with some new music. The two
Caballe. It is an all out octave previous releases under the
that damn piano.
The best of the album, how- war between these two. Caballe GnR name were The Spaghetti
ever, is not even an Alanis orig- is more than a vocal match for Incident (an album of covers)

m \

Alanis Morissette: MTV
Unplugged

Queen: Greatest Hits III

IN*3 0f pAYj

Various
Artists: End Of
Days Soundtrack

Are you an
organ & tissue
donor?
For a free brochure call
1-800-355-SHARE
"■■■■■■■■■
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to '
' "?rMlrood- i"(erts(inq art -and a lot of
sparklet (there will be no Its Friday on Dor. 24 & 51)
a ures live mu5ic
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* Winter Holiday Celebianon 6 lOv
Music, song, decorations, (un!
* FREE public tour: An American Treasury Quilts

•n -r
i
The Toledo MuSeutn Of Art
.
Open every Friday, 6 P.M.-IO P.M.
ilQWeiWt
minavw
Msoe poif<b* by fljnfihihwtai*

* Owlting demonstrations (7-9)
* Medieval and Renaissance Music (7 00)
Jubtetores performers
* FREE UT Photo Lab tours (7-9 30)
* 4»Annua|KurILU^,*,Lecture(730)
Coming o/ Age in Ancient Athens

now?

Dollar/
College
Night
Fridays

are good, with old material by
Prodigy; Rob Zombie and Sonic
Youth

Thi1 new stuff by Korn and
Limp Bizkit is mediocre at best
Korn has gotten to the point
were the majority of their songs
sound the same. Their first two
albums may have sucked, but
at least it sucked with variety.
Now everything follows the
'slow verse, fast-chorus followed by incoherent mumbling'
pattern. The same can be said
for the Kverlast, Limp Iii/kit
and Creed songs, if you didn't
like their old stuff, you won't
like this.
Surprisingly, the best new
track (besides "Oh My God")
comes from the new band. Professional Murder Music. If their
rest of their music is like this
track, "Slow" then they should
have a hit album on their
hands.

■James Eldred

Various
Artists:
Dogma Sdtrk
1999-Geffen
The soundtracks to Kevin
Smith movies in the past have
been hit and miss "Clerks" featured many good underground
and hot-at-the-time alternative
artists Then came the mallrats
soundtrack, that, with fewexceptions, was extraordinarily
average, then there's "Chasing
Amy" which would of have a
great soundtrack, if a record
company would've had enough
guts to release one
All of his soundtracks
shined, however, because of
their occasional use of lines
from the films used between
the alternative songs "Randal
and Dante on Sex,'' "Jay's
Chant." and basically every
selection of dialogue on the
"Mallrats" soundtrack are all
classic.
Now comes the soundtrack
to Kevin Smith's latest comedy,
"Dogma." And, surprisingly, it's
nothing like his previous
soundtracks. There's no quick
snippets of dialogue, only one
new song, and is primarily one
continuous original orchestral
score.

The only song on the album
comes from Alanis Morissette,
the Indian-influenced "Still."
I'm not the biggest Alanis fan
but I found the song to be sur-!
prisingly good and it fits themovie perfectly (the song is
about God). Alanis probably
has a hit on her hands here.
The original score that follows the Alanis song is also surprisingly good. Howard Shore,
who's scored the excellent
music to "Silence Of The
Lambs," "Ed Wood" and even
the theme to the Conan O'Brien
show has never won an academy award for his work, with
this score, that might change.
This score captures the feel-!
ing of the film almost perfectly.
The score begins with the very
ominous "Dogma" and quickly
goes to the equally awe-inspiring "Behold The Metatron."
Both of these tracks, with a
heavy emphasis on strings, and
on choir voices help to exemplify the religious overtones of the
film This whole soundtrack
really gives the listener a good
idea about the movie
I'm not that much into
Orchestral music, unless it's
really good, and this is. It's the
first original score I've heard
that I've loved that isn't from
either Danny Elfmann or
.lames Horner. Howard Shore
definitely has an Oscar nomination coming his way later
this year. I am a little disapoitned that it isn't like other
Smith Soundtracks because
there are some great sound
lutes in the movie that would've
been welcome on this album.
■James Eldred

WANTED:
NOW writers NOW is looking for writers]
that are interested in the
rap/R&B music genre to write
CD reviews, columns and stories. If interested contact us
at nowstafl@journalist.com,
stop by the newsroom in 210
West Hall or call

372-6966

and ask for Tony.

Attention: Financial Aid Applicants
Details On How To Apply For 2000-2001 Aid

The FAFSA'S Are Coming!
Student Financial Aid (SFA) is pleased to announce that the 2000-2001 Renewal Free
Application For Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) and Personal Identification Numbers (PIN's)
used for electronic filing will be mailed between 11/22/99-12/31/99 by the federal
processor to continuing students who filed a 1999-2000 FAFSA/ If you do not receive a
Renewal FAFSA, we invite you to pick one up at our office in Room 231 of the
Administration Building or take advantage of filing electronically be selecting one of the
electronic options described below. We recommed that you complete the FAFSA
application process by the end of February, 2000. FAFSA's will be available from SFA
beginning Monday, December 6, 1999. The 2000-2001 Scholarship Guide will be
available from SFA beginning Monday, December 13, 1999.
2000-2001 Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) filing options include:

(645)

Jr
What's
he high on

and a Rolling Stones cover on
the soundtrack to the "Interview With The Vampire" film.
In fact, they haven't had a hit
since "You Could Be Mine,"
which, fittingly enough, was
featured
on
an
Arnold
Schwarzenegger movie, "Terminator 2."
Now they return with "Oh
My God" and it's well worth the
wait. A hard-hitting rock song,
GnR proves that they still have
what it takes to tackle the 'new
metal' bands such as Korn and
Limp Bizkit. The song never
lets up, Axl's howling voice is
lure in all its g.ory, with added
distortion effects to make him
even more powerful. Top that
with a guitar solo by Dave
Navarro and some excellent
industrial-like effects and you
have one the best rock tracks of
the year, and by far the best
song on the album.
The rest of the album is
mostly original material by
bands like Korn, Kverlast and
Limp Bizkit, and it pales in
comparison. What docs manage
to hold its own though is the
new music by new bands Stroke
and
Professional
Murder
Music-. The remaining tracks

This soundtrack offers up
some exciting new tracks, but
ultimately is bogged down by
the weaker Korn and Kverlast
tracks. For me, it's was a mustbuy just for the single Guns
And Roses song If you are
dying for some new GnR like
me, buy it now. But if you are
not, don't, because it isn't great.
For diehard GnR fans and mctalheads only.
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We Are Like The Real World
Everyone Is Welcome

• File a 2000-2001 paper FAFSA or Renewal FAFSA after January 1, 2000;
• File your FAFSA on the web as early as January 3, 2000 at
http://www.ed.gov/offices/OPE. You need a PIN to use this option, request one
now at http://www.pin.ed.gov.
• Visit SFA after February 1, 2000 to file the FAFSA electronically with FAFSA
Express

Don't Wait to file! SFA awards financial aid on a first applied-first awarded basis.
Delays in receiving your application and requested documentation will cause delays in
disbursing your financial aid. Fall 2000 bills will be due on August 1, 2000 and spring
dates, SFA must have a complete FAFSA and all requested documents at least four
weeks prior to the date bills are due. So, please plan ahead!

2000 SUMMER SESSIONS: Students interested in financial aid for the 2000
summer sessions must complete a Summer Application in addition to the 2000-2001
FAFSA. Summer Applications will be available from SFA after April 1, 2000.

Black-White-Yellow-Green-Blue-Boy-Girl-Gay-Straight

No Cover With College ID
$1 Domestic - $1 Well
www.bretz.com
2012 Adams St.
Toledo. OH

Well-lit, secured parking
419/243-1900

We invite you to contact SFA for additional information at:
Student Financial Aid
231 Administration Building
Phone: (419)372-2651
FAX: (419)372-0404
Web: http://www/bqsu.edu/offices/sfa/
Office Hours: Monday through Friday, 8 am to 5 pm
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Campus Events
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City Events
All you con eat spaghetti dinner Dec. 5,
1999 at St Thomas Mofe 5-9pm. Only
Sd 00 per person. Help support Habitat
tor Humanity.

• P. -c m

Lost/Found

O'-C

A

APICS APICS APICS
APICS meeting S Election
Thursday, December 2nd
7.30pm BA 102

LOST-Gold Ring with sapphires. Reward
offered. II lound please call Colleen at
354-2348

. >l > —

Travel
»1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, & Flonda!
Now Hiring Campus Reps!
Best Prices Guaranteed. Book Now & Receive Free Meal Plans! 1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com.
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—ACT NOW! GET THE BEST SPRING
BFIFAK PRICES' SOUTH PADRE CAN
CUN. JAMAICA. BAHAMAS, ACAPULCO. FLORIDA S MARDIGRAS. REPS
NEEDED. .TRAVEL FREE, EARN $SS
GROUP DISCOUNTS F0B_fi* 800-8388302/WWW LEISURETOURS COM.

£

"SPRING BREAK 2000"
Free trips, Free Drinks, Free Meals!
Hottest Destinations, Lowest Rales
1800-426-7710-www.sunsplashtours.com

™ • 7 ff O
^ : o

SIZE DOES MATTER!
BIGGEST BREAK PACKAGE
BEST PRICE FROM $29
WWW.SPRINGBREAKHQ.COM
1-800-224-GULF
SPRING BREAK 5000
PANAMA CITY BEACH FLORIDA FROM
$149 PER PERSON SANDPIPER
BEACON BEACH RESORT. THE "FUN
PLACE"! HOME OF THE WORLDS
LARGEST KEG PARTY. DRINK DRAFT
BEER ALL WEEK LONG. TIKI BEACH
BAR ENTERTAINMENT BY BOOGIE
INCORPORATED BIKINI CONTESTS,
MALE HARD BODY CONTESTS, 3
POOLS, LAZY RIVER RIDE. WATER
SLIDE, HUGE BEACHFRONT HOT
TUB, MINI GOLF. GIFT SHOP, SUITES
UP TO 10 PEOPLE
1-800-488-8828
WWW.SAN0PIPERBEACON.COM
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Travel

Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Spring Break '00
Cancun. Mazatlan, or
Jamaica trom $399
Reps wanted! Sell 15 and travel tree!
Lowest Prices Guaranteed!!!
Info: Call 1-800-446-8355
www.sunbreaks.com

Graduation Tickets Needed
PLEASE CALL
353-5284, Kathy

Cashier/Bartender; Part-time
5:00-10:00pm; Mon-Sat.
Call Maggie's Restaurant 874-1543.

Occasional evening babysitter wanted tor
1 year old child in my home. Waterville
area Contact Lori at 419-878-6868

Services Offered
Worried about pregnancy??
Free Pregnancy Tests
Confidential and Caring.
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center.

Personals
Browse icpt.com tor Spnngbreak "2000".
ALL destinations offered. Trip participants, Student Orgs & Campus Sales
Reps wanted. Fabulous parties, hotels, &
prices. Call Inter-Campus 800-327-6013.
Give life Help infertile couple through
maternal surrogacy. Any nationality
acceptable. Excellent compensation.

HOWARDS CLUB "H"
Thursday DECEMBER 2nd
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A MEDIUM/
ITWO ITEM PIZZA!
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■ Over 3 Million Pizzas Sold ■
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Deliveryj

352 6166
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Need graduation tickets. Will pay. Call
Mike Delpozzo at 352-7840
SPRING 2000 PRACTICUM OPPORTUNITIES IN THE INTRAMURAL OFFICE
FOR RECREATION AND SPORT MANAGEMENT MAJORS. APPLICATIONS
AVAILABLE IN 130 PERRY FIELD
HOUSE OR ON THE WEB AND ARE
DUE DEC. 8. INTERVIEW TIME WILL BE
SCHEDULED WHEN APPLICATION IS
SUBMITTED.
Support group for women with
anorexia and bulimia concerns.
Commitment to confidentiality
Tuesday 7 p.m.-8:30 p.m at the
Women's Center in Hannah Hall
For more info call Student Hlth Services
Judy Miller 372-7425. Erica 353-0806
Travel Grant Money To Study Abroad
International travel grant proposal forms
lor students wishing to study abroad during summer 2000. fall 2000. spring 2001
or the academic year 2000-2001 are now
available in the Center for International
Programs (1106 Offenhauer West) The
deadline for the competition is January
31. For more information, call 372-0479

Wanted
1 roommate needed. M or F. Own room.
Washer/dryer included Close to campus.
$193/mo. Call Kathy 353-5284.
1 to 2 subleasers needed for Spring Semester. Very nice apt Call 354-3138.
1-3 subleasers needed spr. semester. 2
bdrm 4 person furnished. Right across
trom campus. Call Beth or Stacy at 3523569
2-3 subleasers needed ASAP! Can move
in immediately. Call 352-9491 for details
Easy going, open minded roommate
needed ASAP No rent until Jan $150 deposit. Own room. Rent is $190 per month.
You pay only 1/3 of utilities. Pool. Call
Joni @ 372-4549.
Empty 1 bedrm apt. needs subleaser.
Hillsdale Apts. Rent free until Feb. 15.
Call 419-304-2613.
Female subleaser needed for spring semester 707 6th. St. *7. Close to shuttle
stop. $215/month (does not include gas.
cable, and electric). Call 354-0469

Female subleaser needed next semester.
ASAP. $173.75/monlh, close to campus
Call Jen M. at 353-2466

$1 9.95 per month
$ Free Activation thru 12-31-99
$ Free Gift with Sign-up
$ Free Software
Sign Up @

160 W. Wooster BG
1-800-483-6697

www.endlesssummertours.com

Substitute Teachers Needed

$75-$140/day
Fremont City Schools
Call (419) 332-6454 TODAY!
Ask for Sue Fox
Only 25 minutes East of BG!
Requirements: Bachelor's Degree
& BCI Fingerprint check

I

I need 2 graduation tickets. Please call
Jen at 354-6736 Will pay.
In need of 1 extra graduation ticket
Please contact
Lynn at 372-3034
NEEDED
GRADUATION TICKETS
CALL KIM 419-663-2579
PLEASE HELP
IN NEED OF 3 GRADUATION TICKETS
S Will pay money $. Call 352-8393 ASAP
Sublease 1 bedroom furnished apartment
thru April 30. $340.
Thomasm©bgnet bgsu.edu.
214 Napoleon.
Subleaser needed immediately. Rent negotiable. Electric only. Includes own room
wAyalcony. Please call Christy @ 419380-8290 before 11pm
SUBLEASER NEEDED Spring Semester
Corner of Wooster & S College. $237 50
per mo plus util. Call Carrie 353-7258
Subleaser wanted ASAP. Nice spacious 1
bedroom apartment $395/month . electric
Leave message at 352-7575.
Will pay $20 00 per oraduation ticket
Need two
Call 354-4909
Will Pay for Graduation Tickets
Please call Lynne at 352-5884
Will pay for graduation tickets. Call Julie
at 344-9392.

Help Wanted
ATTENTION STUDENTS
MOLTEN CORP.
436 N. ENTERPRISE ST
Nowhinng for SPRING Semester
Part Time
Less than one block Irom Campus
$67HR STARTING PAY
4 shifts available:
A Shift: 7:00a.m -10:00am
B Shift: 10:15a.m.-vt5pm
C Shift: 1:30p.m.-4:30p m.
D Shift: 4:30p m.-7:30p.m.
Possibility of working 2 1/2 hours
and getting paid for 3!

354-8802
354-8703
BRING A FRIEND AND RECEIVE
A $200.00 SIGN-ON BONUS
Bring a friend with you at the time of filling
out an application tor employment and receive $200.00 Please inquire when you
come for specific details.
We have the following open positions:
Supported Living Asst.-Provide Assistance with developmental disabilities who
live independently in the Toledo area.
Typical working hours are evenings and
weekends Must have a good driving recurd/proof of auto insurance.
Habllltallon Asst.-Provide assistance to
individuals with Mental Retardation/Developmental disabilities within the base facility, full-time openings on 2nd shift, parttime openings on all shifts
'FREE Life insurance
'Medical/Dental insurance
"Paid Training
'Paid Vacation/Sick Time
'Tuition Reimbursement
If interested please apply in person at:
Anne Grady Corporation
1525 Eber Road
Holland. Ohio 43528
(419)866-6500 EOE

Management Inc.

GTE Phone Mart
CAMPUS REPS - SIGN UP ONLINE !

GRADUATION TICKETS
Will Pay Generously
Call Julee at 353-5509

ittiia^iiiiiiti»i»»it»t»t»tfH
Internet Access

>k203 N. Main. BG.

I fruu-J-ii,-. I
■ PI .-■"■ --ste* 18002347007

Graduation Tickets Needed
WILL PAY
Call Brooke at 352-9394

(800) 450-5343

Female subleaser needed tor spnng semester. Own room in house at 828 5th
SI., $237.50 ^ utils Call collect after 5:00
1-330-665-4110.

THE LOVE ZOMBIES'

Thursday, December 2, 1999

SPRING (#
BREAK <F

tw TWA

Bast Prices ♦ Bast Parties
Best Airlines Saturday Flights

CANCUN ^$399
JAMAICA ^$469
MAIATLANt/$399
ACAPULC0^$449
S. PADRE'$409
SAVE $$ Ask about
our internet sDecia !

www.sfudentexpress .

.,1-800-SURF'S 1

Cooks full & part time, full benefits. Evenings & weekends. Apply at LaRoe's in
Grand Rapids 832-3082.
Customer Service
RECRUITER
Stalling firm leader of 47 yrs. has CS opportunities in the Toledo, Cleveland & Columbus areas. We require a 4 yr. college
degree, customer service & PC skills Duties include interviewing, applicant placement, data entry & servicing client accounts We offer advancement & benefits.
Fax resume to (216) 781-7022.
Dancers wanted - Toledo's newest club
Part-time and Full-time
No exp necessary, will train
419-476-6640
DISC JOCKEY
DJ needed for mobile work.
Mostly Sat. nights in Toledo and BG area.
We have supply equipment Good PAY!
Call Paul at (888) 777-3155.
Fast growing international company in BG
has
immediate
opening
for
a
bookkeeper/professional office position.
Flexible hours. Respons. will include assisting the acct. dept with a variety of
tasks and special projects, as well as billing, A/R & some gen office duties. Must
be detail oriented and able to handle multiple tasks efficiently. Related work, computer exp or education a must. Please fax
or send resume to: (419) 354-0740 Box
588. Bowling Green. OH 43402..
Full or part time positions available
in a new child pare facility.
352-2506
Full-lime receptionist position avail, immed at BG doctor's office. Basic office &
computer knowledge req. Exp. with insurance billing pref. Looking for individual
who will enjoy working with people & natural health care. Please send all resumes
& attached reference sheet to 150 N.
Mam BG 353-6394
Greenhouse/Vocational Coordinator
Experienced, hard-working individual
needed to supervise Vocational Program
for individuals with developmental disabilities Green house, second-hand store,
ceramics and crafts among varied vocational options Small greenhouse project
needs expert to reach it's full potential
Greenhouse and MR/DO experience required, degree preferred Full or Part time
hours available. Send resume, or apply in
person at:
Anne Grady Corporation
1525 Eber Road
Holland, Ohio 43528

(419) 866-6500/fax (419) 866-7462
Human Resources
RECRUITER
Staffing firm leaders of 47 yrs. has HR opportunities in the Toledo, Cleveland & Columbus areas We require a 4 yrs college
degree, customer service & PC skills. Duties include interviewing, applicant placement, data entry & servicing client accounts We offer advancement & benefits
Fax resume to (216) 781-7022.
Now hmng: America Reads Tutors.
All majors welcome
Must be Work Study eligible.
Starting pay $6.00 per hour.
Apply today at 531 Education Building.
Perrysburg based fast-growing & exciting
company looking for smart, organized. &
motivated people to fill the following positions: Warehouse packing, customer
service/data entry, & warehouse manager. Part-time, flexible hours are possible.
Other BG students already work here in
this environment. Please fax resume 419872-7147.
Want to Work For
Chicago's Best Companies?
The best entry level growth opportunities
for college students and grads. Top paying full-time and temporary positions.
' Administrative
" Customer Service
• HR & Marketing Assistants
' Finance Professionals
Call now to work during Winter break or to
get your career search started.!
ADVANCED PERSONNEL
888-A-CAREER
acareer@advancedgroup.com

Leasing for January

Management Inc.

Hillsdale Apts.,
1082 Fairview
Large studios,
9 1/2-12 mo. leases
Starts at $380- Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apts.,
215 E. Poe
Studios & huge 1 bdrms
Laundry on site
Rent starts at $250,

Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Willow Home Apts.,
830 Fourth St.
1 bdrm., gas heat, A/C,
Remodeled
Starting at $400
Call 353-5800

NOW LEASING FOR 2000/2001
STOP BY FOR LISTING
Stop by our office at
1045 N. Mala St. for complete listing or call 353-5800.
www.wcnet.org/~mecca

I

v.ili-l positions avail for holiday season in
Cleveland & Columbus. Call Gwen in
Cleveland at 216-523-1111. Call Chris in
Columbus at l'-888-469-7690. Parking
Solutions. Inc.
Waitstaff days S or nights Also Holiday
Help days & or nights. Apply in person at
Brandywtne Country Club 6904 Salisbury
Rd. 865-2393 Maumee. Ohio 43537.
WANTED: 39 PEOPLE
TO GET SSPAIDSS
TO LOSE 5-100 LBS.
ALL NATURAL/GUARANTEED
1-888-233-1240

For Sale
"111! Cancun & Jamaica Spring Break
Specials' 7 Nights Air. Hotel, Meals,
Drinks From $399! 1 of 6 Small Businesses Recognized tor Outstanding Ethics!
spnngbreaktravel com 1-800-678-6386
"1111 Spring Break Specials! Bahamas
Party Cruise 5 Days S279! Includes Most
Meals' Awesome Beaches, Nightlife! Panma City. Daylona, South Beach. Florida
S129! spnngbreaktravel.com 1-800-6786386
1991 Mercury Cougar Everything automatic. 10 CD changer, new tires, low
mileage $3000 354-4244
1991 Plymouth Sundance. 2 doors, very
good condition, asking $2,500 obo Call
352-2065.
68 Nissan Sentra XE. 4 door, auto, good
condition, runs well, no rust, high miles.
S1200 354-8051
Dark Room Enlarger, (B&W)
OMEGA B-22
Will print 35"mm-2 1/4 inch, like new
Auto-time exposure plus accessories.
Call 354-0333.
Homes from $199.30 mo. Repos, 4%
down O.K. credit. For Listings & payment
details call 1-800-719-3001 ext H584.
HONDAS FROM $500
Police impounds and tax repos
For listings call 1-800-319-3323 ext 4558
Mustang LX 1987 red. 4 cyl.. auto, new
trans. & exhaust. 100K on re-built engine.
$1100 obo. 353-0708
PHISH New Year's Eve Concert in Florida. 2 tickets. Call 353-8299.
PHISH TICKETS
Cincinnati Shows, this Fnday and Saturday Call Carrie 353-7258.

For Rent
"Houses and apartments. 2000-2001
school year. Listing available 24 hrs at
316 E Merry, »3 Call 353-0325 between
9am-8pm/will mail listings. Also 2000 or
2001 second semester apts. available.
Tbedroom apt. available
1 st floor, patio, quiet.

Call 352-9645 or (419) 472-7820.
1 to 2 subleasers needed-Jan.-May.
$360/month of $190/month Close to
campus Call 352-6805.
1.2.3 Bedroom Apts
From only
$425 .
Private Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Apts.
353-7715
1-3 subleasers needed (or Spring. ASAP.
2 bedrm., unfurnished apt. Call tor details,
353-9322.

Spring
Break 2000

"JAMAICA
EAT a DRINK FOR FREE
• 7 Nights Qub Jamaica Beach
Resort
• Roundtrip Aii from Detroit
Includes: all meals,
ALL DRINKS,
entertainment, activities, all
taxes, Roundtrip transfers,
& much more
Total Per Person $980.00
Deposit of $100.00 per person
due by December 3,1999.
Final due January 10, 2000
2b Book CaU

1-800-635-8711
Management Inc.

Sales
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
Slatting firm leader of 47 yrs has entry
level outside sales opportunities. We seek
energetic sales reps with a 4 yr. college
degree & customer service or sales experience.
'Salary * commission
'Full benefits
'Car allowance
'Advancement opportunities
Fax resume to (216) 781-7022

LOCALTRAVElAGENT

MILLSTREAM
® TRAVEL
1793 Tiffin Aue.-Findlav. OH
4194243341
If t

3 bedroom, 1 bath,
812 3rd St..

$795 Call (419) 474-5344
Apt. lor rent. Greenmeadow Apt.
353-2772 Nice, quiet, clean units
Short leases available.
Lowest rent in town.
Best value for your money.
E. Merry St. Apts. Subleaser needed.
One bedrm; move in 2nd semester
$200/month ♦ electric. 353-8070.
GEORGETOWN MANOR
800 3rd St. GDHOVOwcnet.org 3549740. FALL 2000/2001. Now leasing. 1
Bdrm starts $395 & elec/free heat. 2
bdrm. starts $545 & elec/free heat. W/D
factl.,
AC.
parking/walk-in
closet,
Furn /unturn . renovated, quite. No pets.
Houses S Apts. for 2000-20001
school year
1 to 4 person rentals avail.
12 mo. leases only

Steve Smith 352-8917 or 367-8666
No calls after 8pm-Usting at 532 Manvllle
Houses, 1.2 and 3 bedroom apartments
Beginning ol May of 2000
352-7454
Nice 1 bedroom $360. Quiet, non smoking, no pets. South Main. 353-4152.
One room w/Vitchenette for 1 female
(shared bath), $220, util. Ind., furnished.
E. Reed St.. 352-1968.
Subleaser needed for Spring Semester.
Own room available. 353-3714. ask for
Bev.
Village Green Apts.
Now leasing for 2000-01 school yr.
Limited space available.

Call 354-3533.

